William Blake's Divine Vision
or
Mc Gann ' s Consequence : Scatology and Eschatology

Marvin Green

PR EFACE

It turns out that the following pape r is constructed too inductively. and its argument
is too much understated. It is intended as
a complete analysis of William Blake 's
organizing cosmography. If it were successful, it would be a contribution to Blake criticism. It contains a number of par ticular
contributions. only one of which is expressly
claimed.
It may be misleading.

Persona such as Los.
Ur thona, Enithar mon and the like are not
treated. but they are not unimportant. They
are best understood af ter the organizing
cosmography has been revealed . If I had the
time. I would write up an Exhibit c. which
would elucidate Los, and it would be an example of the understanding that can be achieved.
An awareness of the organizing cosmography
also enables t rue understanding of the meanings and structures of Milton and Jerusalem.
Exhibit B would be an example with respect
to Milton. I would do Jerusalem in Exhibit D,
but it would take too long. too.
Finally. it is not that ther e is a cosmography
to be found in Blake 's w ritings; it is that his
writings are cosmography. Traditional criticism does not accord and to that extent is deficient and indeed deluded.
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Green ' s Motto
The man who gets his pipes
cleaned regularly thr ough
legitimate channels does not
write the kind of stuff that
Blake wrote .

The Argu ment : Except in his short poems (quick jab shots) Blake
was unable to pull off a decent climax . Either he folded up
(as in Thel ) or he petered out (as in The Fr ench Revolution )
or he just talked about it (as in Jerusalem ) .

Application:
Blake attempted to state a complete theory of lif e
and nature, but he had a problem and he knew that he had
the problem and he never solved it and he knew that he
never solved it.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At the turn into the 19th century it seemed possible -- for the
first time in human history -- for a man to .formulate a _complete and
empir ically validated cosmography.

William Blake was one who took

a shot at it. Another was the Marquis Pier re Simon de Laplace.
Laplace wrote of a Divine Calculator (i. e. , of a suf ficiently great'
mathematician ).

If such a being were told the position and momentum

of each par ticle of matter at any given instant, he could deter mine
everything that had ever occurred previously and everything that would

1

ever occur thereaf ter .

Blake wrote of himself in about the same

way.

He said, "I see the Past, Pr esent & Futur e exist ing all at
2
Laplace 's concept seemed validated by the
once I Before me. "
fact that Newton 's laws eff ectively subsumed all existing empirical
data.

Blake 's concept seemed validated by his own insight experi-

ences and by the apparent trend of history.
This paper is about Blake.
point.

I am using Laplace for counter -

I am big on Blake.

I think he called Joseph Priestly a fart
3
4
("Inflammable Gass the Wind -finder ").
I am not sure.
I do

know that when the gas bottle broke and the Pestilence got out,
Pr iestly was out the door befor e h e warned anyone, and then he
5
was the first one down the stairs and out into the fresh air .
It is
a wise man who knows his own inflammable gas.

And it is a big

fart indeed who beats the women and the other s to the fresh air .
I mention this mat t er for three r easons.
Blake.

it endears

Second, I am afraid my analyt ics will be soporific, so I in-

tend to liven them here and tllere.
me.

First,

No doubt the reader will forgive

Thir d -- I will give the third reason later on.
A complete cosmography must treat both existence arid

process.

Laplace described process but posited existence.

he copped out.

That is,

He simply assu med the existence of an unspecif ied

quantity of eternal matter wh ich was in eternal mot ion because th ere
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had been applied to it (somehow ) an assu med unspec if ied amount of
6
eternal energy.
The Divine Calculator could trace out the Past,
Present & Future by the simple application of Newton' s laws.
Where did the matter and energy come from ?

According

to the belief s of Natural R eligion there was a God who was in effect
a master watchmaker who wound the spring and set the works in
7
motion. Never mind whe re He got the spring and the works.
Never mind where He got the strength.
It is this combination of God with Newtonian classical me -

chanics that seemed to constitute a complete and empirically validated cosmography of Natur e.

It seemed to explain everything.

seemed applicable to everything.

It

For example, when the American

colonies declared their independence of the British crown, they
apologized that they were simply assuming that station to which they
wer e entitled under "the laws of [1] Nature and of [2 ] Nature '

8
God. "

Blake 's cosmography was in par t an explicit critique and
rebuttal of the cosmography of Nature.
Now I will state exactly what I am going to do in this paper.
The reason I do so is that, if I do not, then as Jerome McGann once
9

said in a diff erent context, "Everything gets all fucked up. "

In

the next Section, Section II, I will discuss and evaluate Blake's at tack on the cosmography of Nature, and I will give the third reason
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for my bringing in Joseph Priestly.

In Section III I will discuss and

characterize Blake's O\Vn cosmography, and I will attack certain critics
who pretend to understand it.

In Section IV I will attack Blake.

In Section V I will forgive Blake.

II. BLAKE'S REFUTATION OF THE COSMOGRAPHY OF NATUR E

In all of Blake there is only one ultimate or generic criticism
of the cosmography of Nature .

It is presented in numerous metaphors,

It is that some reality actually disappears when
10
treated by reason or by scientific method such as "demonstration. "

but it is the only one.

(A) I am going to demonst rate three actual disappearances of
11
reality accor ding to Blake.
(B) Then I am going to isolate and
identify the precise diff er ence betw een Blake and the cosmographers of
Nature.

(C ) Then I am going to evaluate Blake's refutation, and I will

off er a comment from contemporary philosophy of nature.

(D) Finally

I am going to dispose of Joseph Priestly, Inflammable Gass the Windfinder.
No doubt the reader will forgive the explicit statement of my
procedures.

No doubt the reader will recogniz e that I am simply try12
.
ing to avoid what I think of as McGann's Consequenc e.
A.

Three Actual Disappearances of R eality

13
Blake says that reason is the "Ratio" of sensate knowledge,
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and I say that in his system it is by means of this Ratio that some
reality disappears.
There does not appear to be any critic who has paid adequate
attention to the concept of Ratio.

For example, Frye called Ratio

"the sum of experiences common to normal minds . . . • " and he
14
linked it with the process of ratiocination.
And according to
Murry it is "the mental abstract: that idea or abstract image of the
thing, which serves, in the ordinary commerce of lif e and thought,
15
11
for the thing itself .
And Bloom said that Mur ry is right, and he
added that Ratio is "grossly inf erior to the immediacy of the things
16
themselves. 11
And, finally. Damon said, 11A R atio is a limited

17
system founded on what facts are available, and organi zed by Reason.

11

Thus Frye, Mur ry. Bloom and Damon extrapolated mightily,
18
but they overlooked the ordinary meaning of ratio:
a ratio is a
quotient, the result of a mathematical operation.

Surely Blake con-

templated this ordinary sense in selecting the ter m as his metaphor
for the complex ideas which these critics later discerned.
A ratio may be the quotient of two pure numbers.
the ratio of 8 to 4 is 2 .

For example,

Or a ratio may be the quotient of two things or

of two things having dimension or quality.

For example, the ratio of

96 miles to 48 miles is 2, and the ratio of 6 aardvarks to 3 aardvarks is
2, and the ratio of 5. 6 degrees of whiteness to 2. 8 d egrees of whiteness
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is 2 . These results may be collated as follows:
8
96 miles
6 aardvarks
5. 6 de rees of whiteness
2
4 - 48 miles - 3 aardvarks = 2 . 8 degrees of whiteness =
In the foregoing simple illustrations all of the ori
numbers. all of the dimensions. all of the things and all

f the quali-

ties cancel out and disappear in the mathematical operati n.
thing reduces to 2 . The same phenomenon will occur in
19
plex illustration as well, as is given in footnote.
I cite one of Blake ' s annotations to Lavater to sho

Every-

more com-

that he

intended this ordinary mathematical sense of Rat io:
Deduct from a rose it s redness. from a lilly " ts
whiteness. from a diamond its har dness. from
sponge its sof tness. from an oak its heighth, fr m
daisy its lowness, & rectif y every thing in Nat re,
as the Philosophers do, & then we shall return t
Chaos. & God will be compell'd to be Eccent ric " f
he creates. 0 happy Philosophe r. 2 0

a

In this passage there are six terms which Blake implicit! groups
into three ratio pairs.

They are red rose and white lilly

diamond and soft sponge. and tall oak and low daisy.

har d

In

ratio, red flower to white flower, color is deducted or c
and we are left with flower at the most.

In the second ra io, hard

substance to soft substance, hardness is deducted or can els out. and
we are left with substance at the most.

In the thirel ratio

to short plant. height is deducted or cancels out, and w e
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tall plant
re left with

plant at the most .

Indeed it might also be that flowe r ca eels out;

that substance cancels out; that plant cancels out; that w

have re21
turned to Chaos; and that God w ill be eccent ric if He ere tes.
Thus reasoning is a process of Ratios, and in the process
some reality actually disappears.
B.

Q. E. D.

The Precise Differ ence

The mathematical ratio process by which some r ality disappears is a metaphor.

It is not th e actual process.

I u ed it m er ely

to demonstrate the disappear ance phenomenon.
is failur e to per ceive.

Failure to perceive takes place b

one or both

of two methods, which are (1) closure or inherent limita ion of the
senses and (2 ) reasoning from sensate knowledge, such
making of Ratios through demonstration, abstract ion, ge eralization,
or contemplation.

I have already discussed the second a equately.

With respect ·to the first, Blake distinguished bet

een per -

cept ion and sense and declared that perception is diff ere t from and
is greater than sense.

He made th e declaration implicit y in the intro-

ductory argument to his tract Ther e Is No Natural Reli i n ( First
22
Series).
Then he made the declaration explicitly in th first propo.
23
sition of his tract There Is No Natural R eli ion (Second
He said, "I.

Man 's perceptions are not bounded by orga

cept ion; he per cieves [sic) more than the sense (tho ' ev e
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so acute )

24

can discover . "
It is this distinction and gradation between percept· on and

sense that is the precise diff erence between Blake and the cosmographers of Nature.

It is a crucial diff erence because it ines up

Blake on the mind side of the mind -body question, which

25
hot epistemological issue of the Age of Reason.
Blake and Berkeley versus Laplace, Locke and Newton.
It w ill be in Section III that I will tr eat Blake 's ow
graphy more fully.

cosmo-

Here I have limited myself to isolati

identifying his pr ecise rebuttal position.
But now I will not proceed without stating a foreta te of
that which eventuates, accor ding to Blake, from his purs it of per ception as against the pursuit of sense by the cosmograp er s of
Nature.

Blake is shooting to see the infinite, the eternal y delight 27
ful (i. e. , God ).
The others are shoot ing to see the fi 'te, the
28
bounded, the Ratio quotient (i. e. , self).
And there wi 1be a
conflict.

And it will be a serious conflict.

is hot diff erent in kind .

The r eason i that Blake

He, too, has a body with it s sen

Therefore he, too, has R eason, which is the Ratio of se sate know 29
ledge. His "Energy is Eternal Delight, "
but his "Rea on is the
30
bound or outw ard circumf erence of Energy. "
Therefore it will turn out that Blake and h is Energy eventually
will h ave to struggle against and emigrate from his -R eason.
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C.

The Evaluation of Blake's R efutation

Insofar as Blake was a philosopher he had nothing

f im-

portance to say on the ancient question whether mind (i. e. , per ception) exists separately from body (i. e. , sense ).

31
Ratio is neither philosophically profound nor mathematic lly elegant.
It is true that he was aware of and was an eloquent partic" pant in that
epistemological debate of the Age of Reason, but it does

ot matter

32
much that his annotations on Locke are lost .

He was n t a Berkeley.

33
He was not adequately rigorous.

And in pursuing his P etic Genius

he neglected Reason.
But you have to hand it to Blake insofar as he was a poet.
dressed the mind-body question in gr eat wild metaphors.
had great tame metaphors.

He

Also he

One of my f avorites is one o his simplest,

namely Dullsville:
If it w ere not for the Poetic or Prophetic char
the Philosophic & Experimental would soon be at
ratio of all things, & stand still, unable to do oth
repeat the same dull round over again. 34 .
And elsewhere he added, "The same dull round, even of
35
would soon become a mill with complicated wheels. "

d in yet

another ve rsion he made Dullsville a Mundane Egg refle
·35
from a Mundane Shell.
Insofar as Blake was a prophet he crapped out wi hout making
37
his point.
Although he off ered divine visions, such as "Giants &
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38
39
Fairies, " to overcome the Chaos and the Sleep of Ulr o and the
40
Delusion of Ulro,
he was too far out. He was willing en ugh.
41
Perhaps he even would have eaten dung,
but if he had,
have crapped out all the more. That is, he was Eccent ri enough
42
as it was.
And how sad it was! He told his pain in a le ter to a
friendly patron:
. . . that I cannot live without doing my duty to la
up treasures in heaven is Certain & Deter mined,
to this I have long made up my mind, & why this
should be made an objection to Me, while Drunke ness, Lewdness, Gluttony & Idleness itself , does
not hurt other men, let Satan himself explain. T e
thing I have most at Hear t -- mor e than lif e, or a 1
that seems to make life comfortable without -- Is
the Interest of True Religion & Science, & whenever any thing appear s to aff ect that Interest (Es pecially if I myself omit any duty to my Station as a
Soldier of Christ ), It gives me the greatest of
tor ments. I am not ashamed, afraid, or averse o
tell you what Ought to be Told : That I am under t e
direction of Messengers from Heaven, Daily &
Nightly; but the nature of such things is not, as s me
suppose, without trouble or care. T emptations a e
on the right hand & left; behind, the sea of time
space roars & follows swif tly; he who keeps not _r·ght
onw ard is lost, & if our footsteps slide in the cla ,
43
how can we do otherwise than fear & tremble ? .
Insofar as earlier I was addressing myself to Bl
philosopher I want now tO recant.

e as a

Although he added not ing of im·-

por tance to the mind-body question, no one else ever re
44
either.
It always was a qu estion and always will be.
Blake is not to be faulted, and indeed he is to be applaud
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poetry.

For the truth is that many philosopher s and scie tists are
45
46
ey sue personal jerks.
They sleep the Sleep of Newton.
ceed in making philosophy and science Dullsville all the
47
) They need so
take the liberty of attaching Exhibit A.

(I

Sir Arthur Ed dington was a scientist who was an e ception.
He is a contemporary commentator on the philosophy of n tur e, and
now I off er his concept of Pointer Readings, which are about equivalent to that which Blake called Ratio:
Let us then examine the kind of knowledge
is handled by exact science. If we search the e. amination paper s in physics and natu ral philoso hy
for the mor e intelligible questions w e may come
across one beginning something like this : "An e ephant slides down a grassy hillside . . . " The e perienced candidate knows that he need not pay
uch
attention to this; it is only put in to give an impr ssion
of realism. He reads on: "The mass of the ele ant
is two tons. " Now w e are getting down to business;
the elephant fades out of the problem and a mass of vvo
tons takes its place. Wbat exactly is this two to s, the
real subject matter of the problem ? It ref ers t some
property or condition that we vaguely descr ibe
"ponderosity" occur ring in a particular region
external world. But we shall not get much furt
that way; the nature of the external world is ins rutable,
and we shall only plunge into a quagmire of inde cribables.
Never mind what two tons refer s to; what is it ? How has
it actually entered in so definite a way into our xperience ?
Two tons is the r eading of the pointer wh en the·· lephant
was placedon a weighing-ma chine. Let us pas on. "The
slope of the hill is 60°. " Now the hillside fades out of the
problem . . . 60° is the reading of a plumb -line against
the divisions of a protra ctor . Similarly for the othe r data
of the problem. The softly yielding tu rf on whi h the elephant slid is replaced by a coeff icient of frictio1 . . .
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And so we see that th e poet ry fades out of t e
problem, and by the time serious application of
exact science begins w e are lef t with only pointe
readings. . . . (Some emphasis supplied. ) 48
Lest the reader be suffering McGann 's Consequen e, I assure
him that everything will be okay after I dispose of Joseph Priestly,
Inflammable Gass the Wind -finder.
D.

The Disposition of Joseph Priestly

The biggest problem in the study of Blake is how o deal with
the superabundance of the particulars of the imaginative, poetic,
divine perceptions that he eccentrically created in lieu of the Chaos
of the sens es. In the excitement of argument he even de anded that
those perceptions be treated as reality and in fact as the

nly reality.

He said, "Mental Things are alone Real; what is call'd C rporeal,
Nobody Knows of its Dwelling Place: it is Fallacy, & its existence an
49
Imposture. "
I am going to· deal with the superabundance proble
by a quite
50
novel method.
I am going to use a concept and techniq e from the
calculus.

If the reader does not know calculus, he will h ve to risk

McGann' s Consequence, but I have protected the reader y relegating
51
the descriptive details to the footnote.
Here I will stat only that
in a certain operation, namely differentiation, it h§lppens that certain
terms disappear and that in the reverse operation, name y integration,
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these t erms are not restored as such but are allowed for

y the

addition of an indefinite representative term called "the c nstant

52

of i• nt egrat i" on. II

I mean that Ratio is a one-\vay street.

Once you c ncel out

the elephant by "differentiating" him to two tons, how do
grate" him back ? That is, if you are given the datum two tons,
how do you know that it is an elephant in particular ? The answer
is that you do not ever know.

What you do is allow for th

elephant by putting in a kind of constant of integration, an

missing
that

constant represents anything -- an elephant or anything e se -that weighs two tons.
Such is Blake 's imag.inative, poetic, divine vision
integration of the Ratio.

It is an

All of his superabundant particu ars are

constants of integration which grow out of his integration of his own
53
Single Vision.
They could be anything that he perceive . Blake
was at absolute liberty to represent the disappeared real" ty by any
54
mental reality whatever that he perceived.
Consider Priestly.

It is not known wh ether Blake ever met

55
the man.

Yet apparently Blake called him a fart. ·Wh ther Blake

ever met him or did not meet him, Priestly was in eithe

case an

Imposture in person but a reality in the mind of Blake, a cording to
the system of Blake.

And the fartness of Priestly is just such a
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mental reality,

too.

Certainly it has become a reality in my mind

and I hope in the r eader 's as well.

And the reason that I ave been

bringing Priestly in again and again is that I wanted to gi e a strong
example of the bull 's-eye license which Blake had in dra' ing in the
integrated essences of per ception from the dif f erentiated

owels of

sense.
Now I am at Section III, and I think it will help to
reader an overview·.

I will be discussing and character i

own cosmography, his organized perception that is, in it
a mental reality.

aspect as

I will need a constant of integration.

some indefinite term to repr esent all of the mental r eali y that Blake
integrated from the diff erentiated Ratio of his senses.

I intend to

use the term "elephant wind" to represent all of that me tal r eality ,
all of the beings, all of the places, Golgonooza, Bowlaho la,
Allamanda, the whole thing. And, of course,

all of the

ipso facto are inclu ded in the ter m, too. Quickly I apol
assure the reade r that I intend no disrespect to him or t

Blake or

to anyone.

last ju dg-

I have my reasons and will r eveal them in th

ment of Section V.
If the reader wants to bother with it, he can find a memorable
56
anecdote in footnot e .
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III.

THE COSMOGR APHY WITHIN BLAKE'S ELE PHAN

WIND

The cosmographies of Blake and Laplace coincide, as two
circles may touch each other tangentially, in the concept o the
observer for whom the Past, Present & Futur e are potenti lly accessible in their absolute entirety.

As Blake said, "If the doors

of perception wer e cleansed everything would appear to m
57
is, infinite. "
As Laplace said af ter describing his Div" e Calcu lator, "The human mind in the perf ection it has been able
to astronomy af fords a f eeble outline of such an intelligen
All its ef forts in the search for truth tend to approximate
58
limit to the intelligence w e have just imagined . "

ithout

Laplace 1s observer is a calculator, an intelligence, an
external immater ial thing that does not aff ect the data und r observation.

Blake 1 s observer is man.

It is a man.

It is him elf , Will

Blake.
Even Blake 1 s friends and advocates did not really
it that the whole universe would be accessible to him.

Fo

example,

Gilchrist def ended him as follows:
After all, no candid per son would, even in so iety,
have taken Blake for mad. Nor did he really believ e
his own vaunt, say his friends, when he uttered s ch
things as. . ., "I can reach the sun with my hand f I
stretch it out, 11 & c. He believed them only in a n nnatu ral sense. . . 5 9
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But I think that Blake correctly believe d that he co ld touch
the sun in fact.

The sun is like a fire, or perhaps it is a ire.

fire is incorporeal.
or location.

It does not have any simple surface o

A

boundary

It is a concentration of energy that is capabl of acting

everywhere within a considerable volume.

For example, ire will

ignite and consume a paper placed anywhere in a general

icinity.

Likewise a simple lens will start a fire by focusing the su
in what we might call the sun's general vicinity.

anywhere

You wou d not want

to be in the same room with the sun any more that you wo Id want to
be in the same room with Joseph Priestly.
are visual and some tactile.

Some of the s n's aspects

For example, a blind man e

erging

from a shadow will f eel the sun actually touching his skin.

But the

notion that the sun is untouchably remote, that it is "a ro nd disk of
60
fire somewhat 'like a Guinea, 1 11
is a delusion which res lts from
our regarding the visual sense while we ignore the tactile sense.
Blake must be rescued from his def enders.

They are def end -

ing him from the charge that he thinks that he really can ouch that
round disk that is somewhat like a Guinea.

But that disk is itself a

figment, and there is no reason to think that Blake ever
touch it or that he ever said that he did .

But Blake did t uch the sun.

He touched the sun that has many aspects and that as sue

- 16 -

ttempted to

actually

occupies a considerable general vicinity of cosmic space, including
the vicinity wherein the earth is located.
Now I must be most explicit.
ing Blake's mental reality.

There are two ways of defend -

The first is to say, as Gilchr st said,

that such reality is a result of his per ception epistemolog

and that,

yes indeed, imaginary things are real, in a manner of speaking.
1

Virtually all of Blake 's def enders def end him in this way.
second way - and I do not know of anyone besides myself

The
ho strictly

pr actices it with Blake - is to show that the underlying ph sical
62
reality really corresponds with Blake 's mental reality.
I tr ied
to show the correspondence in the case of Blake 's touchin the sun.
And now l am going to go on to assert that all of Blake ' s

ental

reality, including the whole product of his imagination,
directly to reality in fact .
I remind the reader that Blake, unlike Laplace ' s
Calculator, is the observer who participates in the proce ses of life
63
and natur e. "Where man is not, natur e is barren. "
ke believed
that the whole universe was connected to him and somehov ' appeared
in him.

I am going to examine this belief and its consequ nces in

Blake's cosmography. ·
And now I am going to r estate and organize what I have said
and what I will say in this Section III.
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(A) I am going to

eal with

the crucial concept of the omniscient observer .

(B) The

going to suggest an interpretation of elephant wind.

(C)

I am
hen I am

going to describe Blake's cosmography, his theory of exi tence and
process.

(D) Finally I am going to attack some of his critics.
A.

The Concept of the Omniscient Observer

Laplace's Divine Calculator w as a phony, a physi al impossibility, an Abstraction as Blake would say.

Of all of the con-

ceptional objections to him the only one that I am going t

identify

is the objection that it would be necessary for him to dist rb the
system in order to calculate it.

In modern microphysics this

objection is formulated as the Indeter minacy or Uncertai ty Principle :
in order to ascertain the position or momentum of somet ing you must
disturb it with at least one quantum of energy, and there y you will
alter and obscure the very thing that you are looking for .
is that the observer and the system must int eract.
be aff ected by the system, too.

The point

The bserver will

In modern. relativity ph sics a know-

ledge of the condition of the observer is recognized as b ing essential
to a knowledge of the system.
When Blake declared himself an observer in the .. osmos, he
made it clear that his own condition would be of utmost importance.
He would be aff ected by events. Sometimes he would be better able
to perceive and sometimes less able. Much of hi_s w riti g is an at-
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tempt to understand the fluctuations in himself .
It will turn out that Blak e's cosmography is a func ion of his

alternating states.
B.

Physical Reality and Elephant Wind

No doubt a preliminary working model of Laplace'

Divine

Calculator would report his results in tabular rows and c lumns
densely printed on oversize IBM paper.

Blake repor ted

is obser -

vations in drawings and, in a manner of speaking, in sten graphic
64
transcr ipts.
Sometimes he would speak what he percei ed. Such
are the inherent limitations of line and wor d, however, t at it was
physically impossible for him to communicate the totality of his
perceptions.
He resorted to metaphors, which I call "elephant
65
which Bloom, f or example, calls "poetic argument. "

ind " and

I say that it is impossible to represent reality exc pt through
metaphors.

Natural science itself must resort to metaph rs such

as formulas, laws, IBM tabulations, and concepts like et er and ether
drif t and indeed the whole cotton-picking, pointer -reading output of
natural science.

(The reader will be well advised to take a breath

and to hold his nose and then to take a fresh look at Exhib t A. ) Blake
described the scient ific output as a garden of fruits {i. e. , as a tree
of knowledge ) planted by Urizen when he cr eated the point r -reading
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imple ment s and standar ds of science:
6.

And Urizen, craving with hunger,
Stung with the odours of Nature,
Explor 'd his dens around.

7. He form 'd a line & plummet
To divide the abyss beneath;
He form 'd a dividing rule;
8.

He formed scales to w eigh,
He formed massy weights;
He formed a bra zen quadrant;
He formed golden compasses,
And began to explore the Abyss;
And he planted a garden of fruits. 66

Now, to avoid McGann's Consequ ence, I w ant to make it clear
that I regar d Blake 's perceptions of reality as being on the same scale
as those of Euclid, Newton, Einstein, Freud, Jung, Laplace, Marx
and other such pr etenders to empirical universality.

To put it in

Blake's system, he and all of thes e universalist cohorts of his w ere
sincerely glimpsing the Divine Vision, each one doing so through the
67
more or less "narrow chinks of his cavern. "
My point is that the
band of cohorts did exactly what Blake did - ·that is, it reported its
joint and several findings in that gamut of literary and scientific meta phors which men perforce must use to describe reality.
So elephant wind is everyman 's constant of integration.

It is

the totality of the metaphors that a man must use when he tr ies to
68
d escribe what he perceives beyond the Ratio.
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C.

At Last Blake 's Cosmography

In this section McGann's Consequence will menace us at its
maximum.

But her e is the outline of what I am going to do, and I

hope it will save us all.

(1) I am going to state Blake 's theory of

existence, and I am going to distinguish it from the existence that is
regarded in the cosmography of Natur e.

(2 ) Then I am going to do

the same with Blake 's theory of pr ocess.

(3 ) Then I am going to

trace out three of Blake ' s metaphors for existence.

(4 ) Then I am

going to trace out his major metaphor s for process, and in so doing
I will make an important original contribution to Blake criticism.
(5) )

Finally I am going to summarize and restate the whole

thing. And I am ·going to identify the subsections in a way that I
think will help the reader.
III C (1) Existence
In Blake 's cosmography all existence is God Himself and
69
consists of His energy-bound -:- into-substance.
(It is that simple.
Later on I will elaborate by discussing the metaphors. )
In the cosmography of Nature, as Descartes put it, "Substance
70
is that which requires nothing but itself to exist. "· Such was the
substance, the matter·in motion, that Laplace 's Divine Calculator
was supposed to observe. Although Natu ral R eligion dreamed up a
master watchmaker for the pur pose of turning on Laplace 's system in
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the first place, He was completely outside the system.

He did not

exist everywhere or anywher e within it.
The philosophical diff erence between the existences in these
two cosmographies is the diff erence betw een monism and pluralism,
monism being the doctrine that there is only one ultimate principle
or substance.

Pluralistic farts like Priestly made it a practice to

demonstrate the existence of numerous ultimate substances.
III C (2 ) Process
In Blake' s cosmography process consists of recur rent separation from and reunion with God. (It is that simple. )
In the cosmography of Nature process consisted of classical
mechanics, which is the behavior of substance accor ding to Newton 's
laws.
The philosophical differ ence betw een these two kinds of process
is the difference between free ·w ill and deter minism.

When Blake sees

the Past, Present & Futur e, he is "under the d irection of Messenge rs
•. ·

from Heaven, Daily & Nightly; but the nature of such things is not, as
some suppose, without trouble or care. Temptations are on the right
71
hand & left . . "
When Laplace 's Divine Calculator sees and calculates the Past, Present & Future, he is just sitting there with his feet
on th e desk, and he is working a crossword pu z zle or something while
the IBM machine tu rns out th e over size tabular pages.
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Someone else

has even punched th e starter button for him.
So Blake 's cosmography is free will monism as explicitly opposed to the deterministic pluralism of Locke and Newton.

Every-

thing else in Blake is elephant wind and detail, but I will treat it any way.

Actually the reader is well advised to quit right now. If it

happens that he continues reading, I will give him some memorable
fancies.
III C (3 ) Metaphors of Monism
Now I will trace out thr ee metaphors of existence.

Th ey are

(a ) Creation; (b ) The Mar riage of Energy and Reason, Including the
Concept of Perturbation; and (c ) The Printing House in Hell.

(d ) Then

I will recapitulate.
III C (3 ) (a) Cr eation
72
Blake says that cr eation "was an act of Mercy"
73
Cruel Being. "

by "a very

The Being was cru el because by creation he imposed confining
corporeality onto some unf ettered quality of His own. Blake calls the
quality imagination.

It is both infinite and eternal.

both finite and temporal.

Corporeality is

When that confining corporeality was im-

posed on that unf ettered imagination, it was an act of reduction, of
73
shrinkage, of limitation, amounting to "a Thump on the Head . "
It
was a cruel contraction.
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The Being was merciful: he could have contracted imagination
all of the way down to nothing, but he "found" a limit . Th e limit is
74
called "Adam, "
for it is established in the context of recur ring
analogs of Genesis, but it is not man himself .

It is the contr action

of man down to but not beyond the point at which his imagination can
expand and get him back to infinity and et ernality.
This residual or limiting possibility of reexpansion is available only on a condition, and the condition indicates Blake 's theodicy.
That is, Blake characterized the contraction phenomenon as death,
and then he w ent on to specify how to ove rcome death:
The Saviour mild & gentle bent over the corse of Death,
Saying, "If ye will Believe, you r Brother shall rise again. ".
And next he found the Limit of Contraction, & nam I d it Adam,
While yet those beings were not born nor knew of good or Evil. 75
This chance to reexpand by virtue of belief depends upon the exer cise
of imagination. That is, it depends upon a man's ability and willing ness to see, to perceive beyond th e Ratio.

The Saviour was merciful

in this respect, too. He "found the Limit of Opacity, & nam'd it
76
Satan. "
Later on I will deal with this limit. It belongs to the domain of process.
In his concept of the limit of cont raction Blake seemingly was
influenced by a sensational math ematical argument that had been
raging between Bishop Berkeley and "an infidel Math emat ician. " I
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77
have protected the reader by relegating this mater ial to the footnote.
III C (3) (b)

Marriage and Perturbation

Somehow God got Himself bound into matter. I think that Blake
was seriously trying to figure out the mechanism by which He managed
to pull this off .
Perhaps contemporary cosmogony would help him.

In the Big

Bang theory all matter and heat and light and all other energy at one
time were accumulated into a fantastically dense undiff erentiated "hot
nuclear gas 11 which expanded and cooled, thus enabling matter to condense from this original monistic form into the hundred or so variet ies

78
of atoms that we find nowadays.
And in relativity theory each atom has encapsulated within itself
79
2
an amount of energy given by the formulation E = mc .
This monistic scientific metaphor is exactly parallel with the
monistic metaphor of Blake 's Urizen cosmogony.

I have had my secre-

tary, Miss Flor ence Wisnie, . type into the

ootnote Blake's description
80
of th e Big Bang from The First Book of Urizen.
Now I will identify the Big Bang and Urizen tr igger mechanisms,

which turn out to be of consid erable significance. · In the. scientific meta phor it was disequilibrium of ther mal, gravitational, magnetic and other
forces that disrupted th e original fantastic concent ration.
metaphor it was a "perturbation: 11
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In Blake's

1. Lo, a shadow of horror is risen
In Eternity! Unknown, unprolific,
Self -clos'd, all-repelling: what Demon
Hath form 'd this abominable void,
This soul- shudd 'ring vacuum ? Some said
"It is Urizen. " But unknown, abstracted,
Brooding, secret, the dark power hid.
2. Times on times he divided and measur 'd
Space by space in his ninefold darkness,
Unseen, unknown; changes appear 'd
Like desolate mountains, rif ted furious
By the black winds of perturbation. 8l
In Blake the significance of the term perturbation is twofold.
First, it expressly epitomizes the theme of Chapter 1 of Jerusalem,
82

which begins with "the perturbed Man" rejecting the Saviour.
That is, the premise of Chapter 1 is that th ere has been a disruption
between man and God, meaning a disruption between man and his
monistic pr inciple.

And, of course, that disruption was Urizen' s

perturbation resulting in a corporeal contraction in a zone of eternity.
the contraction exteding all of the way down to but not exceeding
Adam, the limit of contraction.

Second, perturbation not only is a .
83
state of mental derangement such as King George III experienced;
also it is an astronomical term meaning "a disturbance of the regular
elliptic or other motion of a celestial body produced by some force
84
additional to that which causes its regular motion. "
That is, in

Blake 's time and earlier there were anomalies that had been dis cove red when Newton 's laws were applied to planetary phenomena,
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and these were called pertu rbations. For example, Jupiter and Saturn
inexplicably lagged and accelerated in alternating deviations from their
predicted paths.

These anomalies caused widespread concern.

Newton

himself "had f eared that the planetary melee would in time derange the
85
solar system and that God 's help would be needed to restore order . "
I think that Blake knew and used "perturbation" in the sense
in which it is ref erred to in this astronomical problem.

For example,

in rejecting the Saviour the perturbed Man made it a point to say, "By
86
demonstration alone can man live, and not by faith. "
Eventually the
saviour turned out to be not God but Laplace, whose mathematical
theorems finally demonstrat ed that the "peculiar wobbles . . . were.
minor, self -cor recting blemish es which in no sense thr eatened the
87
revolutions of the engine as a whole. "
But now I had better restate my general point .
first an undiff erentiated fantastic batch of energy.
disequilibrium or perturbation.

There existed

Then there was a

And then the corpor eal world ensu ed.

I think the restatement fits both cosmogonies - that of the Big Bang
and that of Urizen.
And no\v I comment that the Big Bang trigger (disequilibrium
of thermal, gravitational, magnetic and other forces ) is more satis fying intellectually than the Urizen trigger (mere perturbation ).
mittedly the Big Bang theory is 20th Century stuff.
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Ad -

Admittedly no one

of Blake 's own age had any thing bette r to off er than pertu rba tion .

Bu t

Blake 's pe rtu rbation had no causal mechanism oth er than that which h e
pumped in by means of personif ying Urizen through giving him the
following motivation:

"I have sought for a joy without pain, / For a

solid without fluctuation. / Vlhy will you die, 0 Eternals ? / Why live
88
in unquenchable burnings ? "
And that personifying Ur izen motive that Blake pumped in is
nothing but elephant wind .
And the ultim ate jnexplicab ility of perturbation was a problem
that Blake never solved .

For example, the abrupt folding up of Th el

in The Book of Thel was an abortive perturbation: Blake did not know
89
how to conduct her successfully into the corporeal world.
And now it is Memorable Fancy time.
Fir st Memorable Fancy: ·William Blake is sitting at his table,
working with his copper and his tool.
Messenger s from Heaven.
what they dictate to him.

He is under th e direction of

He is writing vir tually automatically, w riting
He is in or near eternity.

No mor e than ten

feet from him in this corporeal world - separ ated from him by such
corporeal distance and by the th ickness of a corporeal bedroom wall is Mrs. Blake.

Sh e has unbuttoned h er cotton blouse and has taken out

her S\veet breasts.
with h er f ingers.

She has erect ed th e sweet nipples by squeezing them
She cries out, "1V1r . Blake, 'Nill you com e he r e ? "
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Mr. Blake lays down his copper and lays down his tool.

He r ises,

and h e goes and stretch es out his hand to open the corporeal bed room door .
In Blake's metaphors the trigger of perturbation eventuates
in a contraction into corporeality, and that corpor eality is a
marriage of energy and reason.

And something dies in marriage
90
and is carried away in "the Mar riage hearse. "
And something dies
91
in contraction and "if ye will believe . . . shall rise again. "
In the strict philosophy and practice of monism it is neces sary that all contraries be reconciled.
the same one principle.

They are equal aspects of

It is not a matter of choice or volition, it

could not be otherwise: it is the way it is, it is the nature of things.
92

In Th e Mar riage of Heaven and Hell

Blake explicitly announced the

reconciliation of the following contrar ies : attraction and r epulsion,
reason (hell) and energy (heaven), love and hate, good and evil, body
93
and soul.
When it comes to metaphors to represent the various recon ciliations, Blake generically uses the idea of englobing encapsu lation such as appears, for example, in the remark that·J 'Reason is
94
the bound or outward circumf erence of Energy. "
And, of course,
the primal or Ur izen contraction is exactly that sort of englobing
encapsulation.

But also encapsulation is in th e form of enchainmcnt.
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Los forges r ivets and links of chain for every ch ange in Urizen during
95
the progress of his encapsulation,
and the "Giants who formed this
world into its sensual existence, and now seem to live in it in chains,
96
are in truth the causes of its lif e & the sources of its activity . . . "
When reason and energy thus are reconciled or encapsulated
or enchained, they ar e married.

It is a distressing condition.

Blake

came right out and said so in the London poem of th e Songs of Experience:
In every cry of every Man,
In every Infant ' s cry of fear.
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind -forg'd manacles I h ear . .
But most thr o' midnight streets I hear
How the youthful Harlot 's curse
Blasts the new born Infant ' s tear,
97
And blights with plagues the Mar riage Hearse.
III C (3) (c ) The Pr inting House in Hell
98
Blake ' s Printing house in Hell
has th e function of print ing
reason onto the surface of corporeal miner a things so that R eason
will endure and pass on infor mation from generation to generation
in the corpor eal world.
Accor ding to the mar riage concept Reason and Energy are ·
chafoed together, but the enchainment is accomplished in such a way
that R eason is the outward boundary.

Therefore, if you look at a

corporeal substance, you should see Reason.
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And you do.

Or if you

touch , taste, smell or hear a corpor eal sub stance, you should touch,
taste, smell or hear Reason.

And you do.

The reason that Blake calls R eason the Ratio of sensate know ledge is that the senses have no power except to encounter th e R eason
surface.

For example, a telescope or a microscope will not see be99
yond the Reason surface; it will simply alter th e Rat io.
Or , to put
it more poetically:
How do you know but ev' ry Bir d that cuts the airy way,
Is an immense world of delight, clos 'd by your senses five ? l OO
And Blake announced that he intended to accomplish his proph etic pur poses "by pr inting in th e inf ernal method, by corr osives, which in
Hell are s_alutary and medicinal, melting apparent surfaces away, and
101
displaying the infinite which was hid. "
There are two kinds of corporeal substances in Blake 's metaphor . First ther e are living things, which are called gene rate and
102
vegetated, const ituting a great big polypus.
Second there are all
103
other things, which are called metal.
This bifold scheme corre spends to the classic categorization of everything as being either
animal, vegetable or mineral.
It is in the Printing house in Hell that minerals or metals are

104
given their surface of R ea son.
The product ion technique is batch
105
casting,
in wh ich th e rubbish of th e last batch is clear ed away be -
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fore the next batch starts.

The plant is a cave.

inverse of a womb and opens into infinity .

Physically it is th e

The materials are "gold,

silver and precious stones. " The materials are melted and cast by
"Unnam 'd forms. " They are cast into the womb.
cast through the mouth of the cave.
expanse of th e corporeal world .

That is, they are

That is, they are cast into the

Wh en men receive them, the sur-

face reason is upon them: "they took the form of books & were ar 106
ranged in libraries. "
And there is one last piece of this m etaphor .

And that is

that the cosmogonic Ur izen has books of metal, in which he says that
he has "written the secrets of wisdom, / The secrets of dark contem 107
.
.
"
p 1at 10n . . .
It is by means of these books, pr inted in the Pr inting
house in Hell, that knowledge is tr ansmitted from gener ation to gener ation.
III C (3) (d)

R ecapitulation

No doubt it will help avert McGann' s _Consequence if I give a
brief overview of Blake 's existence metaphors.
Blake is a monist.

All existence is God.

Because of pertur -

bation there was contraction down to the limit, and the corpor eal
world emerged in generate and metal form.
is locked into the corpor eality.

··

It is still God, but He

All apparent corporeal things have an

outsid e surface which Blake loosely calls R eason.
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Th ey have an in -

side which he loosely calls Energy.
the sense.

The outside is encountered by

The inside is encountered by poetic genius, by imagi-

If percept ion is faulty or misled, one sees
108
only the R atio, as Milton did in seeing Jesus.

nation, by perception.

Now I am going to go to the process metaphors, but I want
to conclude this subsection with an explanat ion of Blake 's poetic
statement of pu rpose in his preface to Milton.

My point is that the

statement is a function or consequ ence of his monistic view.

Blake

asks four questions, and the answer to each one is yes:
And did those feet in ancient t ime
·walk upon England 's mountains green ?
And was the holy Lamb of God
On England 's pleasant pastu res seen ?
And did the Countenance Divine
Shine forth upon our clouded hills ?
And was Jerusalem builded here
Among these dark Satanic Mills ? 109
The answers ar e yes because God is everywhere .

He is locked in.

He is locked in everywhere in th e corpor eal world, even in England.
III C (4 ) The Metaphor s of Process
I will begin with a contribution to Blake criticism.

Hitherto

no one that I know of has under stood Blake's concept -of Emanation.
The r eader will recognize the importance of a correct understand ing.

The critics had an incorrect und erstanding in this respect :

gener ally they discerned the metaphoric or eleph ant wind meaning
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but they did not notice the literal reality that Blak e thought he was
describ ing.
Frye said that Emanation is th e term corr esponding to
Spectre and that it means "the total form of all things a man loves

110
and creates. "

Bloom said that Emanation "is literally that

which comes into being from a process of creation in which a series
of ef fluxes flow from a creator . . . . [I]t is opposed to the Spectre . .

111
that has failed to emanate. to reach an outer but connected exist ence. "
Murry did not try to define Emanation.

He was in the right ball park,

112
but h e was only sniff ing the elephant wind.

Damon said such things

as that Emanation "is the f eminine portion, or 'count erpart, ' of the

113
fundamentally bisexual male. "
Generically the critics ' failure was that they applied the cor rect ordi• nary meani•ng of IIemana t i• on II - •i . e. , an ef flux - t o th e i• ncorrect cr eator or source of the efflux.

For example, they believed

that Albion 's Emanation is an emanation from Albion, much as a fart
would be an emanation from Priestly.

Actually Albion's Emanation

is an emanation to Albion.
In certain monist philosophies th e one ultimate principle flows
more or less downwar d into the many various substances by a process
actually called Emanation.

For example, the Gnostic philosophy "is

characterized by association with the id ea of emanation. a theory of
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creat ion which postulat es One Suprem e Being from whom lesser be 114
ings or aeons hav e emanated as light emanates from the sun."
There was critical uncertainty over whether Blake himself was or
115
was not a Gnost ic,
but it makes no difference. I say that he
employed the Gnostic concept and language in his u se of "Emanation. "
I am happy to advise the reader th at Frye did not agree with
me.

Frye said:
Ther e is no "chain of being" in Blake and no trace of any
of th e creatur es invented by those who believe in a chain
of being: no gods, no eons, no emanations (in the Gnostic
sense: Blake ' s use of this ter m is diff erent ), no world soul, no angelic intelligences bound on the spindle of
necess1" ty ........... 116

But Frye was wrong.

He was right that Blake was not a Gnostic, but

he was wrong about his use of Emanation.
My reading of Emanation gives some important results.

For

example, as applied to Chapter 1 of Jerusalem, it explains the Saviour 's
thematic accu sation of Albion and His th ematic promise of redemption:
Wh ere hast thou hidden thy Emanation, lovely Jerusalem,
From the vision and fruition of the Holy -one ?
I am not a God afar off , I am a brother and friend;
Within your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me:
Lo! we are One, forgiving all Evil, Not seeking recompense.
117
Ye are my member s, 0 ye sleepers of Beulah, · land of shades!
In Jerusalem and in all of Blake "the passage through Eternal
118
Death"
is the durance vile in which th e Imagination, th e Emanation

from the one principle, is contracted and confined and encha jned within
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119

the outwar d boundary of R eason.

And "the awaking to Eternal lif e"

is the release of the Emanation so that it can reunite with the Holy
One.
It is this enchainment and release that is the process in

Blake 's cosmography.
In Albion 's case, he hid his Emanation "in jealous fears, "
120
meaning that he did not want to give it back .
As he put it, "By
121
demonst ration man alone can live, and not by faith. "
That is,
for example, the Sleep of Newton is the unwillingness to perceive;
it is the unwillingness to release the Emanation.

The Songs of Experience also are illuminated by the correct
122
reading of Emanation. In particular in the Introduction
the earth
qua planet is an Emanation which is kept hidden by Newtonian rotation.
And EAR TH'S Answ er is clar ified as being a specific ref erence to the
cosmogonic or Urizen enchainment.

This enchainment resulted, of

cou rse, in the jealous imprisonment of the Emanation, and Earth says:
Prison ' d on w at 'ry shore,
Starry jealousy does keep my den:
Cold and hoar,
Weeping o 'er,
I hear the Father of the ancient men.
Selfish father of men!
Cruel, jealous, self ish fear!
Can delight,
Chain' d in night,
The virgins of youth and morning bear ? .
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Break this heavy chain
That does freeze my bones around .
Self ish! Vain!
Eternal bane!
123
That free love with bondage bound.
In The Book of Ahania there is another important view of
the jealous

conf inement of Emanation. Specifically it links the

jealousy with lust and sin:
7.

Dire shriek ' d his invisible Lust;
Deep groan 'd Urizen! stretching his awful hand,
Ahania (so named his parted soul)
He siez ' d [sic] on his mountains of Jealousy.
He groan 'd anguish ' d, & called her Sin,
Kissing he r and weeping over her;
Then hid her in darkness, in silence,
Jealous, tho' she was invisible.

8.

She f ell down a faint shadow wand ' ring
In chaos and cir cling dark Urizen,
As the moon anguish ' d circles the earth,
Hopeless! abhor r 'd! a death -shadow,
Unseen, unbodied, unknown ·
The mother of Pestilence. 124

Th e Book of Ahania was printed in 179 5 a1
. 1d as an earlier
concept defines Ahania as a ."parted
soul" rather
than
as an Emanation.
.
.
-.
.

Although this parted soul is clearly depicted as being outside Urizen,
she is totally confined within the dark verdure that enveloped Urizen
when the Tree of Mystery vegetated around him.

Thus her tears f ell

around the Tree, and she lamented as follows:
But now alone over rocks, n1ountains,
Cast out from thy lovely bosom,
Cruel jealousy! self ish fear!
Self -destroying, h ow can delight
Renew in th ese chains of darkness.
· ? 125
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126
Bloom said tha t Ahania 's lament is an echo of Earth 's Answer .
I say it is not an echo.

It is the very same thing.

Now I should make it even more explicit, for the pu rpose of
f ending off McGann 's Consequence, that there is a progression in
Blake's own under standing of the process by which th e Emanation
separates from and unites with God.

If I were to describe this pro-

gression fully, I would have to digr ess into extended readings of
Milton and Jerusalem and indeed all of Blake . Instead I will summarize. I will do so in a rather long paragraph, and therefor e I suggest
that we pause her e and refr esh and pr epare ourselves with anoth er
Memorable Fancy.
Next Memorable Fancy: When Mr . Blake leaves the bedroom,
he is crying softly.

He sits at his work table again.

tool to write, but the Messenger s are gone.
to say.

He takes up his

Ther e is nothing h e wants

He lays down his head and lets his tears wet the plat e that he

had been making.
Originally Blake conceived of the separ ation of the Emanation
as being something that was caused by lust and sin. In The Mar riage
of Heaven and Hell h e tried to be per missive about sin.

He said, '

"The cherub with his flaming sword is hereby commanded to leave his
127
guard at the tree of lif e. . . "
( Emphasis supplied. ) vVhen he does
128
so, ther e will be "an improvement of sensual. enjoyment. "
And
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by this means "the notion that man has a body distinct from his soul
129
But the par adisia cal effect did not ensue,
is to be expunged . "
and h e began a new approach.

He began to conceive of the separation

of the Emanation as something that was caused by that repression
process in which R eason becomes the outward boundary that locks in
delight.

Thus he said:
My Spectre around me night & day
Like a Wild beast guar ds my way.
My Emanation far within
130
Weeps incessantly for my Sin.

Essentially it turned out that repression by Reason was also a flop
as a device to deal with sin.

He then developed a monistic reconcil-

ing notion: sin and its contrary, righteousness. ar e not inherent
characteristics of man but rather are tr ansient states which man can
131
escape by believing in the Saviour and thereby fr eeing the Emanation.
But it was very har d for Blake, the Soldier of Christ, to convince
people that belief could thus redeem them:
But many doubted & despair 'd & imputed Sin and Righteousness
To individuals and not to States. and th ese Slept in Ulro. l 32
Indeed, so long as Blake had his spectr e around him night and day, he
could not convince himself that this redemption was possible:
133
fore, as his final measure, he annihilated his Self .
The annihilation of self was really ultimate.
sexuality was renounced.

There-

For example,

Male and f emale as contraries w ere at last
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reconciled in the way that his monistic philosophy absolutely required
that they be.

And Blake forgave himself . And the act of forgiveness
134
made virtually everything reconcilable.
But it is questionable wh ether Blake could hang onto this gr and
135
solution which came to him from the Daughters of Inspiration.

Time and again before hopefully he had achieved such pinnacles only
136
to find later on that the Daughters of Memory
somehow had clothed
137
hi• m anew i• n ch a1• ns of IIrott en rags. II
Something (Ore ) always seemed
to well up within him.
never solve .

This welling up was the problem that he could

I w ill comment on th is more fully in the attack on crit ics

that I will give in Subsection D.
And now I am going to conclude my descr iption of Blake ' s metaphors of cosmographic process.

I am going to do so by locat ing all of

the fantastic activity - labor and const ruction and weaving and wine
making - that keeps taking place in h is w rit ing.
within Blake, within everyman.
where it 's at.

Th e activity tak es place

That 's where the action is.

That ' s

He makes this location fairly clear in Milton. First

he recites there once again his existential postulate that the world 's corporeality came to be as a result of perturbation and ended in th e form of
encapsulated energy.

And th en he says:

Within labouring, beholding Vi'ithout, from Particulars to Generals
Subduing his Spectre, th ey Builded the Looms of Gene rat ion;
They build ed Great Golgonooza Times on Tim.es, Ages on Ages. l 38
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That is, outside the surface or corpor eality the proper funct ion is to
behold and it is for this r eason that the merciful Saviou r created the
limit of opacity.

And the function on the inside is to labor and to

weave and to construct and to make wine until the time when redemptive
Regeneration becomes possible .
And on the inside of Blake the ultimate metaphor is anatomical
and physiological.

And perhaps it is well now to conclude this view of

his cosmography, to pass on so to speak, with·his description of the
gases and noises and proc edures in the alimentary tract:
In Bowlahoola Los ' s Anvils stand & his Furances rage;
Thunder ing the Hammers beat & the Bellows blow loud,
Living, self moving, mou rning, lamenting & howling incessantly.
Bowlahoola thro' all its porches f eels, tho' too fast founded
Its pillar s and porticoes to tremble at the force
Of mortal or immor tal arm: and softly lilling flutes,
Accordant with th e hor rid labou rs, make sweet melody.
The Bellows are the Animal Lungs : the .Hammers the Animal Heart:
The Fu rnaces the Stomach for digestion: terrible their fury.
Thousands & thou sands labour, thousand s play on instruments
Stringed or fluted to am eliorate the sorrows of slavery.
Loud sport the dancer s in th e dance of death, rejoicing in carnage.
The har d dentant Hamme r s are lull 'd by the flute s' lula lula,
The bellowing Fu rnac es blare by the long sounding clarion,
The double drum drowns, howls & groans, the shrill fif e shrieks
& cries,
The crooked horn mellows the hoar se raving serpent, terr ible but
har monious:
Bowlahoola is th e Stomach in every individual man. 139·
III C (5 )

Recapitulation

-

All of Blake can b e understood quite easily through recognition
of the monistic and Gnostic conception that he uses in h is organizing
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cosmography.
The conception is monistic in the sense that all contraries are
subsumed by the one ultimate principle.

Blake took considerable

poetic and logical latitude in accomplishing this.

For example, his

contraries are not opposites, and they do not relate to each other in
the same simple way that, say, left and r ight do.

Thus it is that even

inside and outside have diff erent character s. And so do the primary
140
compass points.
And likewise there is R eason enclosing Energy;
141
there is the Devourer consu ming the exc ess of the Prolific;
and in
general the re is Mental War between Blake 's contraries.

The function

of the war is eschatological: man's imagination mu st battle to transport him

to

the eternality and the infinity that lies beyond the last judg -

ment.
The organizing conception is Gnostic in the sense that the cor poreal world is fallen.

The Emanation from the one pr inciple does not

exactly lose its stuff when it flows out into corporeality, but it under goes a scatological transfor mation.

Th at which should be delight be-

comes fart and clap, and fart and clap are equally Pestilence.
Blake said in The Book of Ahania:
3.

Ef fluvia vapor 'd above
In noxious clouds; these hover 'd thick
Over the disorganiz 'd Immor tal,
Till petrif ic pain scurf ' d o' er th e Lakes
As th e bones of man, solid and dark .
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As

4.

The clouds of disease hover 'd wide
Around the Immor tal in torment,
Perching around the hurtling bones,
Disease on disease, shape on shape
142
Winged screaming in blood & tor ment.

And now I have finished the description of Blake 's cosmography
D.

I Attack Bl.ake ' s Critics

When Blake applies his organizing epistemology on the level of
ordinary man, on the level of himself, for example, he is bewildered.
He cannot discover any satisfactory explanation or causal mechanism
for the phenomenon in which he finds that he passes from a state of
innocence ( i. e. , from his pr e-bed room sense of unf ettered communion
w ith the infinite and the eternal ) to a state of experience (i. e. , to his
post -bedroom contraction into unregenerated dead ass corporeality. )
The bewilderment must have been horrifying to him.

For the

states ar e contrary ones, and in his way of thinking and feeling he
could not have any relief until he subsumed them in the one ultimate
pr inciple.
One of his reconciling attempts was in his idea of Ore .

Al143

though Frye has dignif ied this attempt by defining "the Ore cycle, "
the entire concept of Ore does not really explain anything and is later
abandoned by Blake in favor of the metaphor of the hiding of the
Emanation.

The failu re of Ore is best shown in America, in which

Ore simply w ells u p and does \vhat he does.
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In the Preludium he has

the hots.

But in The Prophecy he just wells up and causes th e

144
American Revolution, and in so doing he is a deus ex machina.
Another of Blake 's reconciling attempts was the annihilation
of Self, which is a conc eption that for some reason or oth er delights

145
But it is a conception of the other world.

Murry.

The actual

living Blake was not Jesus: h e could not really forgive everyone and
everything.

For example, there is a ter rible animus rampant in

146
Milton 's gr eat self -annihilation speech.
As for Bloom as a critic, he got lost'vhen he decided that
Blake should be studied as polemic, for in such a study Blake 's vital
cosmographic concerns simply shrivel and contract and become
nothing more than an idiosyncr atic ranting.
Norman 0. Brown stated a psychological view of Blake in
which he says, in eff ect, that innoc ence is the pleasure principle and
exper ience the reality pr inciple .

But Brown was concent r ating on the

earlier Blake, the Blake of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, the
Blake who wanted to be per missive of sensual enjoyment and eternal
delight . Brown said :
Freud and Blake are asserting that the ultimate essence of
our being remains in our unconscious secretly faithful to the
principle of pleasure, or, as Blake calls it, d elight. To say
this is to call in question th e psychological assu mptions upon
which our \Vestern morality h as been built . For two thousand
years or more man has been subjected to a systematic ef fort
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to transfor m him into an ascetic animal. He remains a
pleasu re -seeking animal. Parental discipline, religious de nunciation of bodily pleasu r e, and philosophic exaltation of the
lif e of reason have all left man overly docile, but secr etly in
his unconscious unconvinced, and therefore neurotic. Man
remains unconvinced because in infancy h e tasted the fruit of
the tree of life, and knows that it is good, and never forgets. 147
Now I am almost at the next section, in which I am going to
attack Blake, but first I want to off er another Memorable Fancy.
Perhaps it will help to explain what went wrong with Blake ' s critics.
Last Memorable Fancy:

William Blake enters the bedroom.

Mrs. Blake is sitting on the bed, holding her sweet breasts, one in
each hand, and tempting him.

His palms are moist. He comes along -

side her and with one finger touches first one sweet nipple and then the
other one:

She rises.

She r emoves all of her ga rments, places one

foot on the bed, and lightly strokes her sweet sex.
bed.

He is pow erf ully erect.

down next to him.

Now h e is on th e

His trousers are open as he pulls her

He rolls over and enters her and is determined

that she will have an orgasm . . He strokes with great vigor , swaying
atop her from side to side in an ef fort to rub and stimulate as much of
h er skin as he can.

He thinks perhaps she is aroused, for she utters

some ecstatic sound th at is lost in his own husky breathing.
moment she utters it again.

In a

Now it is somewhat more distinct .

Once

more she u tters it, and he hears it plainly: "The teapot is broken. Can
you repair it tomor row ? " Immediately he f eels great spasms in his
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gut.

Be continues to stroke, but now w·ith each stroke he is in his

mind seeing the building of Golgonooza.
Golgonooza will not stay up.
aw ay.

He strokes furiou sly, but

In hor ror he finds himself shrivelling

No amount of stroking avails.

At last he slips out.

And, as

he does so, a volume of noxious gas escapes from him.
The problem with Blake 's crit ics is that they have been going
around snif fing elephant wind .
IV. I AT TACK WILLIAM BLAKE
It is very hard to understand Blake.

And, as everyone who

has manage d it says, it is worth it .
Sur ely one reason it is hard is that certain of his terminology,
sueh as "E" mana t i" on,

1s no 1onger current .

II •

But other of his ter mi-

nology, such as "Ratio, " is current still and ought to be readily ac cessible to precise metaphoric understanding.
But there is just too much paraly zing and misleading obscur antism in Blake. More af firmatively, he intended that the elephant
wind contain airplane glue, but he contaminated it, and in fact it
contains MACE.

Hence most of the critics who have penet rated deeply

are shook by the eff ect of what they encountered, and they babble
148"

learnedly of Los and Enitharmon and Minute Particulars

and Vala

and Beulah and 600 0 years and Th armas and V egetated and Emanation
and Hatio and Spectre and Luvah and Abstraction and Ulro and the like .
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Such babbling may be personally therapeutic, may clean out the old
lungs, but it does not actually elucidate Blake.
But the real fault was Blake 's and now I am going to id entify
his exact failure insofar as he w as a poet. It is that he did not h ave
the dramatic skill to handle any poem longer than The Little
Girl 149
150
For example, in The Book of
Lost
or The Little Girl Found.
Thel th e dramatic effect depends entir ely upon the fact that Thel finks
out at the very b rink of her final commitment.
resolution must be foreshadowed.

Dramatically such a

But th e only for eshadowing comes

immediately before the fink out when the Clod of Clay inexplicably
says to Thel, "Wilt thou, 0 Queen, enter my house ?

Tis given to thee
151
to enter I ·And to return: f ear nothing, enter w ith thy virgin feet . "
\Vhy on earth it is so given to her to fink out is a deus ex machina.

It

is the same order of dramatic fault - the inability to resolve - that
152
inf ects America
through the inexplicability of Or e and that infects
153
154
An Island in the Moon
and Th e Fou r Zoas
and all of his earlier
and later longer pieces.
I must grant that Blake was vitally concer ned with ultimate
inexplicability.
dramatically.

But I say that he did not display the inexplicability
In his longer pieces he simply used it as a dramatic

contr ivance.

And wh ere he did not use it as a contrivance, he simply
154
stopped \vr iting, as in Th e French R evolution.
And wh ere he con-
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155
tinu ed writing, as in J erusalem,

he just kept on gassing away.

Someone has suggested that the vice in Blake 's longer ef forts
156
is that he did not prune.
But that was not the case. As Mrs.
Blak e would tell you, he pruned plenty, but he could not pull off a
decent climax.
V.

THE LAST JUDGME NT: I FORGIVE BLAKE

Blake was not always well. His works did not sell widely. He
was mar ried. His brother died. One must sympathize with him. As
McGann said, he was lonesome. And perhaps with good reason: one
of the psychosomatic concomitants of his hostile dependent personality
157
is that probably you would not want to be in the same room with him.
But when Blake wrote those little poems, he was unexcelled.
Bonus Memorable Fancy: On August 12, 1827 he bur sts out
158
singing.
He closes his eyes for the last time, and he gives up the
corporeal ghost in order
To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a heaven in a Wild Flower ,
Hold Infinity in the palm of [his] hand
And Eternity in an hou r. 159
His Emanation is on its way.

Lots of luck, you old fart.
160

"Enough! or Too Much"
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FOOT NOTES
1.

The reader and the chance passerby are welcomed to these
footnotes. Keynes, Blake Complete Writings (Oxfor d Uni versity Press, 1966) will be called Keynes.

2.

.
Please see Hall, The Scientific Revolution 1500 1800 (Beacon Press, 1966 ) 2 76, 342; Mason, A History of
the Sciences (Collier Brooks, 1962 ) 2 96; Eddington, New
Path- ways in Science (Ann Arbor Paperbacks, 1959) 74-5.

2.

Keynes, Jerusalem, plate 15, lines 8-9 (15:8-9).

3.

Keynes, An Island in the Moon, 44.

4.

I was going to cite Erdman, but the library misplaced its
copy.

5.

Keynes, op. cit. note 3, 58-9.

6.

The thermodynamic aspects of existence, and entropy in par ticular, were not of concern to Laplace. Carnot and other
contemporaries were working on them. Mason, op. cit. note
1, 488-90.

7.

"Descartes had no need of God, save only 'to give a fillip to
set the world in motion. ' But, for that at least, he was in very
great need of God. 11· Gilson, The Unity of Philosophical Experience (Charles Scribner 's Sons, 1937) 209. I think it was John
Rader Platt (whoever he may be ) who made up the name "master
watchmaker. " That name connotes the entropy and thermodynamic processes.
·

8.

Introductory paragraph to The Declaration of Independence.

9.

Jerome McGann, R emark uttered at 4:0 7 p. m. , C. S. T. , April
11, 1968.
..

10.

Demonstration was the common name in Blake 's time for the
method of proof by experiment . There are too many books and
papers on my desk, and I cannot find my ref erence authority,
if indeed there is one.

11.

The reader will note that actually I will demonstrate ten of them,
but it depends on how you count.
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12.

Op. cit. note 9.

13.

Keynes. There is No Natural Religion {Second Series) 9 7.

14.

Frye. Fearful .Symmetry {Beacon Press. 1967 ) 22 .

15.

Murry. William Blake {McGraw -Hill, 1964) 15.

16.

Bloom. Blake 's Apocalypse {Anchor Books. 1965) 19.

17.

Damon. A Blake Dictionary {Brown University.

18.

I will not trouble the r eader with a dictionary definition.

19.

The hell with a more complex footnote.

2 0.

Keynes. Annotations to Lavater. 81.

21.

Here Blake identifies with God. Blake r ecognizes that he is
thought eccentric because he creates imaginatively. and he
thinks that God's creat ions would be of the same order and
consequence.

22.

Keynes. 97.

2 3.

Keynes.

24.

Ibid.

2 5.

Please see. for example, Gilson, op. cit. note 7; Beloff, The
Existence of Mind {Citadel Press, 1964 ) 11-9.

26.

Here I was going to give a lengthy comment on epistemology.
The hell with it. Please see Frye. op. cit. note 14, Chapter 1.

2 7.

Keynes. 97-8, 149.

28.

Ibid.

2 9.

Keynes. 149.

30.

Ibid.

31.

Blake 's language in descr ibing the Ratio in op. cit. note 20 is
not mathematically precise.

1965 ) 341.

98.

.

.
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32 .

Keynes, Annotations to R eynolds, 476 - 7; please see Frye,
op. cit. note 14, 14.

33.

"The name of Catherine Blake will go down to posterity as
that of an almost perfect wif e. " 3 Encyclopedia Britannica
(Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc . • 1968), Blake, 756.

34.

Keynes, 97.

35.

Keynes, 9 7.

36.

Keynes, Milton 2 5:42, Jerusale_m 59:2 -9; and other places.

37.

No doubt the r eader is quite conversant with the terminology
of the game of craps.

38.

Keynes, Jerusalem, page 620.

39.

Ibid at 62 2 .

40.

Keynes,

41.

Blake was quite moved by the lengths to which prophets have to
go. Keynes, The Mar riage of Heaven and Hell, pages 153-4.

42 .

Whatever I was going to say here need not be said.

43.

Keynes, Letter to Thomas Butts, 10 January 1802, 812 -3.

44.

Please see that lousy book Beloff, op. cit. note 2 5.

45.

An actual list will be furnished on request.

46.

I forget what I was going to say here.

47.

Exhibit A is an actual appendix to this paper. appearing im mediately after these footnotes. It consists of several pages
randomly selected from the Bulletin of the American Physical
Society, 1968 Spring Meeting in Washington, D. C.• Apr il 22 2 5, 1968. It gives representative samples of the titles of
papers delivered at this meeting.

48.

Eddington, The Nature of the Physical World (Ann Arbor Paper backs, 1963) 2 51-2 .

Milton 2 6 :45.

-

.
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.

.

The hell with it.

49.

Keynes, A Vision of the Last Judgment, 617.

50.

Actually the method is not novel.
and is used only for kicks.

51.

I have protected the reader even further by relegating the
material out of the paper altogether.

52.

Please read note 51.

53.

Please read note 46.

54.

Actually Blake 's liberty was not absolute. He represented
things by discovering their most salient character istics, their
essences. Please see the text discussion of Joseph Priestly.

55.

Please read note 4.

56.

A doctor was examining a patient and said, "Frankly, your lungs
are in bad shape - worst I've ever seen. It must be from mor e
than smoking. What kind of work do you do ? " The patient
answered, "I'm with a circus. " The doctor said, "That doesn 't
sound too bad. " The patient thought for a while and then said,
"I think I know what 's wrong. My job is to wash the animals.
When it come to the elephants, I put up a big ladder and get up
there and scrub them. Every once in a while you use that brush
a little bit too hard in the wrong place, and then the elephant lets
out a blast of gas that nearly knocks you off the ladder . " The
doctor said, "Well, it is certainly ruining your lungs. You 've
got to find some other kind of work . 11 The patient exclaimed,
"Are you crazy, Doc ? Are you trying to tell me I've got to quit
show biz ? "
·
·

57.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 154.

58.

Edd_ington, op. cit. not e 1, 75.

59.

Gilchrist, Lif e of William Blake (Macmillan, 1880) Vol. 1, 371-2 .

60.

Keynes, A Vision of the Last Judgment, 617.

61.

They all do.
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The terminology is novel

62 .

Please see Frye, op. cit . note 14, at 2 6 where Frye says that
the world of Blake 's vision is one of three worlds (sight, vision,
memory ). "These are not three diff er ent worlds . . . ; they are
the egocent ric, the ordinary and the visionary way of looking at
the same world. " My point is that Blake did not draw this distinction: in his world of vision you can actually corporeally touch
that which you perceive.

63.

Overstedt, William Blake 's Conception of Nature (Unpublished,
1968) 1, n. 3.

64.

Blake made it clear that he was writing what was told to him.
For example, Keynes, Jerusalem 5:2 3; Milton 2 :l -20.

65.

Bloom, op. cit. note 16.

66.

Keynes, The First Book of Urizen, 2 0 :33-41.

67.

Keynes, The Mar riage of Heaven and Hell, 154.

68.

Anyone who disagrees should memorize Auerbach, Mimesis
(Doubleday Anchor, 1957).

69.

Iforget what ambitious considerations led me to put a footnote

here.
70.

I can 't find my notes to identify the place where I got this remark . Ithink that the concerned r eader can f ind it in the
Encyclopedia Britannica article on Monism.

71.

Letter cited note 43.

72.

Keynes, A Vision of the Last Judgment 614.

73.

Keynes, A Vision of the Last Judgment 617.

73.

By a stroke of good luck this accidentally iterated footnote
refer s to the same thing as its conum erary.

74.

Keynes, Vala or The Fou r Zoas, Night the Fgurth, p. 304,
line 2 73.

75.

Keynes, Vala or The Four Zoas, Night the Fou rth, p. 304,
lines 2 6 9-2 74.
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76.

Ibid.

77.

I have protected the reader further by relegating this material
to a study of Berkeley himself or of mathematics. In Newman,
The World of Mathematics (Simon and Schuster, 1956) Vol. 1,
286 -93 there is a comment by Berkeley and a comment on
Berkeley, and the concerned reader may see how the concept
of limit came to solve the problem of evanescent ter ms that
appeared in Newton's fluxions.

78.

Gamow, The Creation of the Universe (Viking, 1952) Chapter 2 .

79.

It would be rather pretentious to cite anything here.

80.

Keynes, The First Book of Urizen 4:45..:. 8, 5:3-8, 28-9, 33,
38-42 :
2.

Rage, fury, intense indignation,
In cataracts of fir e, blood, & gall,
In whirlwinds of sulphurous smoke,
And enor mous forms of energy. .

3.

Sund'ring, dark 'ning, thund 'ring,
R ent away with a terrible crash,
Eternity roll' d wide apart,
Wide asunder rolling;
Mountainous all around
Departing, departing, departing.

7.

And a roof vast, petrific around
On all sides he fram' d, like a womb .
. . • & like a black globe . . . .

8.

And Los, round the dark globe of Ur izen,
Kept watch for Eternals to confine
The obscure separation alone;
For Eternity stood wide apart,
As the stars are apart from the earth.

My thanks to Miss Wisnie without whom this paper would have
been An Impossible Drag.
81.

Keynes, The First Book of Urizen 3:1-12 .

82 .

Keynes, Jerusalem 4:2 2 -32 .
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83.

I was going to cite the missing David Er dman.

84.

Webster 's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary (G. & C. Merriam,
1965) 631.

85.

Newman, op. cit . note 77, Volume 2, 1317.

86.

Keynes, Jerusalem 4:28.

87.

Newman, op. cit. note 77, Volume 2, 1318.

88.

Keynes, The First Book of Urizen, 4:10 -13.

89.

Keynes, The Book of Thel 127.

90.

Keynes, London 216 .

91.

Keynes, Vala or The Four Zoas, Night the Fourth, line 2 70.

92.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell 148-60.

93.

Ibid at 149. The reconciliation of body and soul supposedy was
clear to Blake but not to mankind generally. Ibid at 154.

94.

Ibid at 149.

95.

Keynes, The First Book of Urizen, plates 8 and 10.

96.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell at 155.

97.

Keynes, London 216.

98.

Keynes, The Marr iage of Heaven and Hell at 155-6.

99.

Keynes, Milton 2 9:17-8.
-

100.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell at 150. ··

101.

Ibid at 154.

102.

Please see note 103.

Thank you.

103.

Please see note 102 .

Thank you.

104.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell at 154-5.
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105.

I was going to cite Erdman on the question of whether Blake
ever witnessed an actual casting operation.

106.

Keynes,, The Mar riage of Heaven and Hell at 155.

107.

Keynes,, The First Book of Urizen 4:2 4-30.

108.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell at 150. Milton was
specifically misled into seeing Jesus as a Ratio: Keynes,
Milton, plates 1 and 2 .

109.

Keynes, Milton, 1:8.

110.

Frye, op. cit. note 14 at 73.

111.

Bloom, op. cit. note 16 at 210.

112 .

Murry, op. cit. note 15, Chapter 8.

113.

Damon, op. cit. note 17, at 120-2 .

114.

Grolier Encyclopedia (Grolier Society, 1947) Vol. 5, Gnosticism,
p. 236 .

115.

Please see Davies, The Theology of William Blake (Ar chon, 1966 )
82 -5.

116.

Frye, op. cit. note 14 at 38. The reader should please consider
Swedenborg 's doctrine of "influx. " Please see Davies, op. cit.
note 115 at 39 -40 . And Blake used the term "eon" in ref erence
to Jerusalem. "He set his face against Jerusalem to destroy the
Eon of Albion. " Keynes, Milton, 11:1. "Seeking for rest and find ing none! and hidden f ar within; / His Eon w eeping in the cold and
desolated Earth. " Keynes, Jerusalem 19:15-6 . "And his dark
Eon, that once fair crystal form divinely clear.. / Within his ribs
producing serpents whose souls are flames of fire. " Keynes,
Jerusalem 40:41-2 . Damon, op. cit. note 17, at 127 says that
this usage "was probably suggested by the Gnostic term 'aeon, '
an Emanation from the Supreme Being. " Both Frye and Damon
make the mistake of regar ding Blake's use of eon as being mere
Gnostic ter minology. They are misled because Blake was not a
Gnostic, but he used the Gnostic metaphor to serve his own pur poses.

117.

Keynes, Jerusalem 4:16 -21.
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118.

Ibid at 4:1-2.

119.

Ibid at 4 :2 .

120.

Ibid at 4:33.

121.

Ibid at 4:28.

122.

Keynes, Introduction 210.

123.

Keynes, Earth 's Answer 211.

124.

Keynes, The Book of Ahania 2 :30-43

125.

Ibid at 5:39-43.

126.

Bloom, op. cit . note 16 at 195.

127.

Keynes. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell 154.

128.

Ibid.

130.

Keynes 415.

131.

Essentially Blake 's theodicy relies on the Fall of man as preceding
his sinfulness. and this notion underlies the concept of states of
sin and righteousness. Please see, for example, Keynes, Jerusalem
plate 2 5.

132.

Ibid at lines 15-16.

133.

Keynes, Milton plates 41 and 42 .

134.

Keynes, Milton, 41 :1-28.

135.

Ibid at 41 :4.

136.

Ibid.

137.

Ibid.

138.

Ibid 3:37-9.

139.

Ibid 24:51-6 7.
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..

140.

Blake has numerous differentiated meanings for the pr imary
directions.
For one that is especially important please see
Keynes, Jerusalem 14:29-30 where "East is Inwards, & the
West is Outwards every way. " The significance of this representation can be glimpsed in Keynes, The Mar riage of
Heaven and Hell in the Memorable Fancy confrontation between Blake and the Angel, pages 155-7. Essentially the
Angel gets Blake to look eastward, meaning inwar d, and Blake
gets the Angel to look westward, meaning outward.

141.

Keynes, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell at 155.

142.

Keynes, The Book of Ahania 4:17-2 6 .

143.

Frye, op. cit. note 14 at 20 7-235.
cit. , Chapter 8.

144.

Keynes, America, plates 11 and 12 .

145.

Murry, op. cit. note 15, Chapter 16.

146.

Keynes, Milton plates 40 and 41.

147.

Brown, Lif e Against Death (Vintage, 1959) 31.

148.

Minute Particulars are more essential to Blak e's cosmography
than are some of the other terms amongst which I lumped them
in the text. I will spare the reader. I will not discuss them.
Please see Keynes, Jeru salem, 91 :21-31.

149.

Keynes, The Little Girl Lost, 112-3.

150.

Keynes, The Little Girl Fou nd, 113-5.

151.

Keynes, The Book of Thel 5:16 -7.

152.

Keynes, America,

153.

Keynes, An Island in the Moon, 44 -63.

154.

Keynes, The French Revolution, 134-148.

155.

Keynes,

156.

I forget who it was who was explicitly interested in Blake 's prune
content.

Jerusalem,

Please see also Bloom, op.

195-20 6.

62 0-74 7.
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157.

On requ est I will identify a textbook which describes psychosomatic flatulence and other interesting psychosomatic phenomena.
If necessary, I will write the textbook myself .

158.

I was going to cite Erdman.

159.

Keynes, Auguries of Innocence, 431.

160.

Keynes, The Mar riage of Heaven and Hell, 152 .
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TUESDAY l\IORXIXG, 23 APRIL 1968

FR EDERICK HOO'.\! AT 9:00 A.M.
(H. GOVE presicling)

Nuclear Spect roscopy 6
DGl.
The LIT(He3, to)Be' and Li'(He', t1)Be'* Reactions
from 8.0 to 10.0 l\IeV. R. V. MANC USO,* A. R. Kr-<UDSO:-i,
and ;A. WOLICKl, .\"arnl Research Laboratory.-A particle identification system consisting of 3 dE;dx -E counter
telescopes used in conjunction with an on line computer has
been used to study the Li 7(He', l)Be 7 reaction to the ground
and 0.431-1\kV states in Be'. Excitation functions have
been measured from 8.0 to 10.0 .MeV in 100-keV steps at
laboratory angles of 30° and 80°. In general, all yields
vary smoothly with energy; the main features are broad
maxima at 8.7 MeV in the 30° yields for both groups.
Angular distributions have been measured at 8.7 and 9.7
MeV between 2° and 165° laboratory angles. The t 0 angular
distribution contains strong peaks of approximately equal
Intensity at forward and backward angles at both 8.7 and
9.7 MeV. For lo at 9.7 MeV the ratio of the yield at 3'
to the yield at 36° (c.m.) is 4.5:1, while at 8.7 :\IeV the
ratio of the yield at 3° to the yield at 29' (C.l\1.) is 2.6:1.
The t 1 yield at both energies is approximately one half
the lo yield at all angles except in the region of the t 0
forward peak where the yield is only one fourth the l o
yield.
*National Academy of Sciences - National Research Cou..-.cil
Postdoctoral Research Associate - NRL.

DG2. Lifetime of the First Excited State in Li".t .M. J.
THROOP, University of Io1rn, G. C. MORRIS0'.'1, Ar_;omze
National Laboratory , and D. H. YOUXGBLOOD, Texas A &
M U11frersity.- The attenuated-Doppler-shift technique
has been utilized to measure the lifetime of the 980-1-eV
state in Li'·-populated in the reaction D(Li', p)Li 8 induced
by the Li' beam from the University of Iowa Van de Graaff.
The beam energy, after passage through a thin nickel window,
was 7.3 l\IeV. The method employed was that described
recently.' With a 20-cc Ge(Li) detector at O' to the beam,
the mean energy difference be;;een the fully-shifted (0 2 gas
target, 2.5 cm Hg) and the attenuated (ZrD target, 113 µg/
cm") gamma ray was found to be 300 ± 100 eV. Only about
100 eV of this difference can be attributed to the d ifference
in energy loss in the 2 targets. The measu red and calculated
full shif ts agree, the value being 3G.O keV. Because of the
high initial recoil velocity (t•o "' 1.2 x 109 cm,.,sec), only
electronic stopping need8 be considered as cont ributino- to
the slowing down of Li • A preliminary analysis based
on the Li1 stopping cu rves, derived from those for Li',
gives a lifetime T :::: 6 x 10-15 sec.
tWork performed in part under the auspices of the t:.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
I A. E. Blau:;ru nd, D. ll. Youngblood, G. C. Morrrison, :ind R. E.
Segel, Phys. Rev. 158, 893 (1967).

DG3. Doppler Shift Attenuation !easurements in '0Be.•
H. LANCl\IAN (introduced by L. J. Lidofsky), F. S. ROSENTHAL, J. BEYEA, l\I. NESSIN, and L. J. LIOOFSh'
.Y, Cobm9
0
bia l.i11frersity.-Gamma spectra following the Be(d,p) ' Be

<A < 16

of a Doppler shif t attenuation. We conclude that the 2 gamma
rays are emitted from 2 states with different lifetimes.
0
These results confi rm the existence of a doublet in ' Be at
an energy of 5.96 l\leV and show that the state that decays
predominantly by the cascade has a loni;er lifeti me than the
1decaying directly to the ground state. The data are also
being analyzed to extract the lif etimes of the 3.37- and
6.26-1IeV states.
*Work partially supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
3

14

DG4. Energy Levels of N 14 and F11 f rom the C 12 (He ,P)N
and the 0 18(He 3,p) F" Reaction. M. W. GREEE, C.:d i-ersity
of Iowa.-A differentially pum ped ta rget chamber was used
to pro\·ide thin 02 and C02 targets. A 300-µ detector inside
the gas chamber (collimated to view a small region of the
line source) was used to obtain proton spect ra at 4 He 3 bombarding energies: 5.898, 6.004, 6.099, and 6.200 Z..IeV. CO,
gas was used only at 5.898 l\IeV. The typical FWH'.\I for 3l\.JeV protons was 20 kcV. Corrections made were: (1) He'
energy loss along the line source, (2) proton ener gy loss
f rom the collimated reaction volume to the detector, and
(3) oroton energy loss due to the Au layer on the detector
face. The 4096 channel ADC was calibrated using the wellknown excitation energies in F 18 of 0.937, 1.701, 2.101,
2.524, and 3.839 :r-.reV. 1 The results for F 1a (abo\·e 4.0 :\IeV)
are: 4.120, 4.232, 4.362,
4.403, 4.659, 4.739, 4.852, and
14
4.955 z..reV and for N are: 3.943, 4.913, 5.lOi, 5.693,
5.834, (6.247 ± 0.01) , and 6.450 :-;ev. The probable
uncer18
tainty is ± 5 keV. The 4th excited state of F was measured to be 1.120 ± 0.005 :\IeV.
lJ. W. Olness and E. K. Warburton, Phys. Re,·. 156, 1145 (1967).

DG5. Proton-Induced Charged Particle Re:i.ctions on N14
at <6 l\J ev.• H. H. FORSTER, E. BAR-AVRAH ..nI, c. c.
CHANG, J. H. HOKIDKJ.\K, C. C. KI:-I, C:11iL"ersity of Southern California. J. l\I. CAIEROX, :\!. B. EPSTEIN, and P.
TO'.\IAS. t Unfrersity of Calijornia , Los Angeles. -The 461\!eV proton beam of the UCLA sector focusing cyclotron
has been used to investigate charged particle reactions on
N 14 • The angular variations of the difierential cross sec tions were observed for elastically scattered protons and
for several groups of d, t , He 3 , and He 4 particles. The target consisted of pu re N 14 gas at a pressu re of 30 cm Hg;
the reaction products were sepa ated by a t>.£ -E counter
telescope, consisting of totally depleted su rface barrier
( AE) and Li drifted silicon (£) detectors. The elastic scat·
terfog data were analyzed using an optical model search
code and the parameters obtained were used in DWBA calculations in the analysis of the (p,d ) , (p,t), (p, He 3 ), and
(p,a) angular dist ributions. The parameters corresponding
to best fits to the e:-". jlerime!ltal results, and the spect roscopic factors obtained for the diiferent reactions
will be
12
presented. In addition, low lying le\•els in N f rom the
14
12
N (p, t)N reaction will be discussed.

reaction have been measured with a Ge(Li) detector in coincidence with protons. The geomet ry was such that the energy •Wo rk spported in p:irt by the U.S. Atomic Energy Comm ission,
spread of the gamma lines due to kinematical effects was
Cont r:ict AT(O-t-3)-13G:ind .".T(ll-l)G E:'\ l•' P.A. !.
ton lc:i,·c of absence from Institut "R. Bosko,·ic··. Zagreb, Yul',0less than 3 keV. The gamma line cor responding to the cassl:ivi:t.
cade transition from the 5.96-:\IeV state is ckarly broader
than the line corresponding to the c ross-o\·er t ransition
f rom this state. The fact that the lower ene1·gy line is b rnad- DG6.
Levels of 1'0 Seen from the Reaction uC('He, n) uO. •
er than the high-energy line must be attributed to the eff ect
HI LTON F. HI;\;DE RLITER (int rodu ced by William A. Loch-
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stet) , WILl.IA:\I A. LOCHSTET, l'e1in::1>;LL-[1,11ia Slate U11frer<ily.-Targets of carb011 enriched to 5-i.o C were bom b:irded with a pulsed 'He beam of energies f rom -i.S to 6.0
.teV. The resu lting neu t rons were analyzed by a timc -of fli«ht system with a 3.17-m flight path. Le\·cls were obsc·ed with ene rgies of 0.00, 8.98, 9.66, and 5.2 1IeV. A
plastic scintillator viewed br a ph0tomultiplier served as
the counter which could be rotated thrc.ugh laboratory angles
f rom 0° to 160'. Angular ditribu tions were obsen-ed and
normalized by means of the· spect ru m f rom a stationary
neutron counter similar to the movable detector.

607

experiment. The method is based upon a 2-parameter
plottino; technique for individual e\·ents parameter ized by
en:nt deter mined Q values for 2-par ticle and dau&hter 3par ticle intermediate states. Branch ing ratios for decay
of se\·eral c" and B 9 states are obtained. Sensitivity of
the method of nonscquential processes will be discussed.
•Present add ress: t:niversity of ot rc D:tmc, :-.o:rc Dame, Ind.
lPresent add ress: t:. S. X:i.•·al f.'esc:i.rch Laboratory, Washin;;ton,
D. C.

lPrescnt address: Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Aln.mos,
N. !.

•Work supported in p:irt by the :-.:itional AeI"on.:iutics ar.d Space Adn>inistration and the Xational Science Foundation.

DGlO. Excitation o! 150 via 'He Bombard ment of 12C. H. R.
WELLER (introduced b;- R. A. Blue), f.Jnh"ersity of Florida
and Duke C,'niz-ersily. -Angular distributi0ns and e"{citation .
007. Form Factors !or Two Nucleon Transfer Reactions.• cun·es ha\·e been measured for the 12Cr'He, "He) 12C and
R. L. JAFFE (introduced by G. T. Gan·ey) and W. J. GER"C('He, aol 12C reactions between 5.0-and 8.0-:\leV 'He
AC E , Princeton C/11h-ersity. -Calculations of form factors
energies. Strong resonance structu res ha\·e been obsen-ed
for 2-particle pickup and stripping reactions as formulated
in the \"icinity of 17.0 :\IeV in 150. An optical-model-plus1
by Glendenning requi re the relative s-state component of
resonance analysis of the elastic sC"attering data indicates
the nuclear wavefi.:nction of the transferred particles. Prethat a potential similar to that used at higher energies 1 can
vious calculations vary as to the proper choice of a 0-order
describe much of our data if 2 resonances are introduced.
2
v.·ell with which to bind the particles to the nucleus. " To
An examination of the structures obsen·ed in the o: channel
resolve the ambiguity we include residual interactions besuggests that the states are formed by an excited 11C core
tween the transferred nucleons so as to reproduce both
coupled to an alpha particle. The 7 apparent le\·els fit into
single-particle and 2-partic!e separation energies. A
this scheme. On the basis of ou r elastic analysis and
Woods-Saxon well which generates observed single-particle pre\·ious work by Schapira,2 it appears that the alpha par ti binding energies provides a basis of 2-particle states among cle is in a relati\·e L = 1 state. Fur ther implications of
which an analytic s-state interaction is diagonalized with
this model will be discussed.
the requirement that the additional binding prod:.i ced in this
manner be equal to the observed pai ring energ;·. The sensi - IE. :\!. Kellogg;, Ph.D. thesis, t:niversity of Pennsyh·ania, 1965.
ZJ. P. Schapira, R. S. El:ike, S. O. :);ewton, and D. J. Jacobs, Xue!.
tivity of this model to the varic.:.is parameters im·olved is
Phys. 80, 565 (19G6).
being studied. The model is applied to reactions resulting
in doubly magic nuclei and has been extended to include deDGll. States in N 1 from the N 14(d,p)N 15 Reaction.• G. W.
formed states.
PHILLIPS, J. P. ALLEN.t and W. W. JACOBS, .r:nfrersity
•Work supported in p:irt by the t:.S. Atomic Energy Commission
of Waslzingto•z , Seattle. -:-States from 5.3 to 9.2 '.\IeV in N 15
and the Higgins Scientific Trust Fu:1d.
1X. K. Gier.denning, Phys. Rev. 137, Bl02 (196-1).
were studied using the reaction N"(d,p)N 15 at deu teron
2 R. !\!. Drisko and F. Rybicki, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 275 (1966).
energies of 7, 8, and 9 '.\IeV. Particles were detected using
1B. F. Bayman and A. Kallio, Phys. Rev. 156, 1121 (1967).
a AE , E detector telescope and multiplier to identify the
protons. Proton angular dist ributions were obtained at
11
15
DG8. Differential Cross Sections in N (d, n)0 .* ROGERS angles of about 15° to 60° in 2.5° steps, and comparison is
C. RITTER ar!d JE\I PAI'tSO);, C.:ni versity of t"irginia. -Abmade to DWBA predictions. Of particular interest is the unsolute dif fuential cross sections have been measu red for
resoked 9.16-'.\IeV doublet and the 9.22-'.\IeV level. The
15
the N"( d, n)0 reaction using both pulsed-beam ar!d r.-y
angular distribu tions for these Ie•:els appear to contain
time-of -flight syste ms. A 3-m flight path was used for the
mixed f. values and ma;· han some compound nuclear conpulsed -beam spectra and a 1.5-m flight path was used
tribution. The possibility of mixed parity in the unresolved
lt)picall1) for the 11 -;· e:,periments. A gas target w«i.s used
9.16-:\IeV doublet allows the admL...tu re of both e\·en and
i.;·hich was sufficiently thin that other components sen-ed
odd { values in the angular distribu tion. However, for the
as the main limitation to the ti me resolution of the system
9.22-'.\IeV level, the f. vahies :nust be either e\•en or odd,
(about 3 nsec for 2 :'Ile\' neutrons). Deuteron bombarding
and the angular distribu tion is best f it by a mhtu re of l = 1
energies were 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 l\leV. Quantitath·e analysis
and 3. This information, combir:ed with pre\·ious results,1
was possible for neutron groups corresponding to the follow- gives a tentative spin-parity assignment of 3/2- to the 9.22MeV level.
ing states in 015 : O, 5.241, 6.180, 6.i92, 6.857, 7.276, and
i.550 :'lleV. Preliminary analysis of the angular distributions •w k
_, .
b h .
.
. .
lead
f P•
z lPresent
or - add
supportcm pa rt:\!:inned
y t e LS.
Atonuc Energ:;
m1ss1on .
. •. s t0 \' alue 0 ft he ?r u·it al aPu 11ar ;r'?ment m tran_s ,er
ress: :\ASA
Sp:icecraft
Center,Com
Houston.
v. h1ch agree w ith prenous resu!,s ob.arned with a th1c.-er
'G. w. Phillips, F. c. Young, and J. B. llarion, Phys. Rev. 159, 391
target. HowHer the 5.2-11-:\le\' state, which was nat studied (1967).
1
in the pre\·ious work, has an unusual angular dist ribution
v.·hich we ha\·e not yet been able to fit with stripping theory.
DG12. Elastic Electron Scattering from itrogen-15·. •
• .
E. B. DALLY,t I. G. CROISSIAUX,i and B. SCHWEITZ,l
,
Stanford f..'ni z·ersity and bzslitut de Recherches Xucleaires.
1 \ork support('d by th(' :-.ation:il Science Fundation.
:>. llub:t rakmand and B. E. F. lfacef1eld, :-.ucl. Phys . • :, 92 (1967). -Angular distributions of the elastic scattering cross section for nitrogen-15 have been measu red at 250 and 400 :\IeV.
DG9. Study of C 12 (n, 30 ln' at 14.1 !\IeV. E. H. BERKOAbsolute cross sections w re measured. A liC\uid target
WITZ,* A. W. BAH RO\\"S, R. V. :\IACUSO,T S. L. BARD,
com posed of heavy ammonia (lli"HJ) was used. The meaand B. K. BAR:\ES,l U. S. Army Suclcar Defense Laborasurement extt:nc!cd beyond t he !st diffraction m ini mu m. For
tory.-A new analysis proced;.ire developed for 4-i;ar ticle
comp:trison. a sim ilar ang-..ila:- distribu tion w.is also meafinal states has be.:-r. employee! to annlyzc the C12(11,3_,)n'
sured for nitr0;en- l4 at 00 :\IeV. Using the harmo;iic osreaction of £:1 = H.1 :\le\' in a kincmatically "complete"
cillator function, a 1 parameter fit to _the nitrogen-15
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data i;ives an rms radius of (2.68 :0.05) F at 25.J .le\' and
(2.63 :0.05) F at 400 :\IcV. The rms radius of r.i trn;;e:n-14
at 400 :\leV was found to be (2.58 :0.05) F.
"Work suppol"ti:d b;- the t.:.S. Office of Sava! Hcsea rch. Contract
f:\onr 2:!.;( GiJ I and the lnstitut de Hechcrch"s Xucl.:;ai r.:s, S:rasbourg, Franee.
tPrescnt address: lli;;h Energy Physics l...'.l.boratory, S:...nford L"niversity, St.mford, Calif.
tPrescnt address: In,;titut de Hecherchcs :\uc!Caires, Strasbourg,
France:
1
E. B. D:illy and :\I. G. Croissiaux, Re\·. Sci. Instr. 38, 646 (196i).

DGI3. uC(3He,p) 1'N and 14C('He, d) 15N Reactions. R. L.
DAl'GLE, :\I. :\I. Dt:;.NCA:\, l.,'nit·ersity of Georgia,· J. L.
DUGGAN, Oak Ridge Associated UniL'ersities ,t and P. D.
An LI,ER, Oak Ridge Xational Laboratory .t -Ang-Jlar distributions ha\·e been measu red for the 14C('He,p) 1 X and
14
C(3He, d)alli reactions. These measu rements were made
for incident 3He energies of 4, 5, 7, and 9 l\IeV. For the
14
3
C( He,PJ '6N reaction, protons from the f ollowing states
1
in 'N were observed: ground, 3.34 :O.leV(4th), 3.51
MeV(Sth), and 3.96 :\IeV(6th). Plane wave stripping calcu.Iations have been made in an attempt to desc ribe the ob
served angular distributions. In general, the ang>.ilar distributions show good stripping patterns. The data allow the
following spin and parity assignments to be made for levels
in 15N: ground ( 2, 1, 0) -, 3.34 :\leV (1, Of , 3. 51 l\IeV (3, 2, 1)·,
and 3.96 MeV (3, 2, 1)°. For the 14CC3He, d) 15 N reaction only
the ground-state deuteron group was measu red. This angular distribution shows an L = 1 stripping pattern ·,,·hich
allows a spin and parity assignment of (3/2, 1/2) - to the
ground state of 15 N. DWBA calculations are being made
and will be presented if completed. Absolu te cross sections were measu red.

c ross sections ha,·e been measu red for the reaction 015(d,IJ ;
to the ground and !st 3 excited states of 015 using
20-:'>leV
,
dcuterous, with the pu rpose of establishing the amount of
(2p-2i1) adm ixtu res in the ground -state wavefunction of 016•
DWBA analysis was carried out for the transitions using the
code JuLIE; the measu red c2o \·alues being adjusted so that
the measu red strengt h to the pj'2 state at 6.15 IeV was 4.
Assu ming a wavefunction for 015
rf,11 = o(p 12) + ,3(p s2 ) + ;(p16d2 ) + others.
15

The renormalized spect roscopic factors then indicate that
the following upper limits may be set:

fJ :s 0.3

)' :S

0.48.

This result indicates that the wavefunction for 016 may be
written as

1/111 = 0.821 Op -Oh> + 0.56 I 2P-2/z>
with 0.56 as an upper limit on the amplitude of 2P-2li configu ration.
•work supported by the :->ational Science Foundation.

DG16. The 1 0(p, t)!eO Reaction.• H. :M. BLAl'-");, D. G.
FLDIIKG, H. W. FULBRIGHT, J. A. ROBBIZ\5, l.,"nil'ersity
oj Rochester, and H. S. PLENDL, Florida Sl ate C:nii'ersity.The '"o(p,t)"O reaction has been investigated with a 20-lieV
prot.on beam f rom the University of Rochester :\IP tandem
accelerator. Tritons were detected by a sonic spark chamber' positioned in the focal plane of the Enge split-pole
spect rograph. Resolutions better than 1 mm we re obtained
at forward angles so that a clean separation of the 6.05 lleV
(0-) and 6.13-:0.leV (3-) states in 160 was obtained. Prelim inary results indicate that the ratio of the 6.05-'.\leV (O')
state to the ground state is in reasonable agreement with
•work at the Uni,·ersity of Georgi:i supported in pa rt by a grant
that calculated from the (particle-hole) amplitudes pubfron1 the :-;ational Science Found:ition.
tOak Ridge Associat,ed {;niversities and Oak Rid;;e .:o;atiorul L"tbora- lished by Brown and Green. 2 Ou r preliminary cakt:!ations
tory are operated under contract with the U.S. Atomic Energy Com- also indicate that this agreement may be improved by inmission.
cluding a IOCC core-excitation component in the "o ground
state. The absolute cross section for all the states excited
15
DG14. Investigation of 0 Continuu m States with th
are in good agreement with those reported recently. 3 Xu 1
3
16
N 4(He ,p)0 Reaction.• J. R. CO'.\IFORT, J. E. E. BAGclear structu re calculations and DWBA fits will be presented
LIN, and ;\!. N. THO:\IPSO:\, Yale Cnirnrsity.- The
for all the states of interest.
14
3
16
N (He ,p)0 reaction was used to im·estigate the O" ex•Work supported by the Xational Science Foundation.
citation region be.tween 15.5 and 22.5 '.\leV with about 30' H . \\". Fulbright and J. A. Robbins, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 12, 120-1
keV resolu tion. A thin melamine target was bomb1rded
(196i).
with 13.0-::\IeV He 3 ions f rom the :'.HT-OXR Van de G:aaff
z G. E. Brown and A. !. Green, Xue!. Phys. 75, -101 (1956).
accelerator. The protons were momentum analyzed at 24
3 H. F. Lutz, J. J. Wesolowski. S. F. Eccles. and L. F. Hansen.
:Sue!. Phys. AlOl, 241 (190i).
angles in the :\ITT multigap spectrograph a nd recorded in
nuclear emu lsion plates. A kinematic analysis of the data
12
revealed the
presence of at least 9 scfocti,·ely popdatcd
DGI 7. Radiative Pion Capture in C. H. UBERALL. •
states in 015• A le\·el at 17.14 :\leV is about 80 ke\' wide,
Catholic c.:nfr<! rsily. and FRA:-lCIS J. KE LLY, Sarnl Ordbu t the others are ::;;. 40 keV wide. The stron&est le\·el is
11a11ce Laboratory.-R.i.d iative pion capture represents a
at 18.02 l\IeV and is quite nar row. The prominent states
means of studying nuclear structure, by observi1!g the neuseen in photonuclea r reactions at li.3, 19.5, and 22.6 :'>leV
trons emitted subsequently to the capture process, which
are not observed here. The characteristics of ou r states,
stem from the decay of (mainly giant resonance) states exand thei r correlations with previous!;·obsen·ed 015 states
will be discussed. Some levels can be associated with levels cited during capture. The neutron energies may be determined by the time-of-flight method, usirig the gamma ray
seen in the ani..Iogue N"(t, p)N 15 reaction.'
as a coincidence signal; in addition, the photon spectra
•work supportt•d in p:irt by th t:.S. Atom ic Energy Com mi;;sio:i.
themselves may be observed . ..We have obtained g:imma and
I P. V. Hcwka. C. II. Holbrow, and R. ::\!iddlcton, :\ucl. Phys. SS.
neutron spectra using the Kamimura-Ikeda-A ima model
561 (1906).
of the i;iant resonance in 12C, and compared our results with
those of the earlier model of Gillet, Lewis, de Forest, and
DGI5. Ground-State \\'an:function of 015 • K. H. PCRSER,
\\'alecka.
W. P. ALFOHD, D. CLI:-:F., I!. \\'. FULBHIGHT, H. E. GOVE,
and l\I. S. K!UCK, Unit"ersity of Ruchestcr.-Di fiercntial
"\\'or:- supported by a grant of the :\ation:tl Science Found.J.tion.
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Tl"£5DAY .MORIG, 23 APRIL 1968
(J. WEr\ESER presiding)

Nuclear Theory
1

DHI. Spin-Orbit Doublet Separation in 0 TUsing Ha rd-Core

Harmonic Oscillator Wavefunctions. W. K. NIBLACK (introduced by B. P. Nigaml , State r.:niL·ersity of Xcu· York at Buffalo and B. P. NIGA l,.-l rizo11a State r:1ziL'ersity , Tempe.Calculations of the spin-o rbit doublet separation in 0 11 are
performed, assuming that, to a 1st approximation, the individllal pa rticle potential e:qJe rienced by each nucleon in the
nucleus is given by the harmonic oscillator potential. The
nuckus 017 is considered as consisting of the nucleus 0 1 •
as a core plus a neut ron outside. The K-matrbi: is e\·aiuated
f rom a 2-body potEntial in the approximation of ta.1-:ing interactions of the ou tside neut ron with each of the 16 core nu cleons and neglecting interactions between nucleons in the
core. Numerical calculations are done using only the spinorbit part of the Gammel-Thaler potential, treating it as a
pertu rbation, however using hard-core harmonic oscillator
\ ..·avefunctions as the unpertu rbed -.va\·efunctions. A value of
'\ 5.95 :\leV is obtained for the spin-o rbit separation between
\he J = 5/2 and J = 3/2 states.
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whe re fi' "-1"-'2 :..1 = (li ;,.o )' = (41 leV/A 1fl ) 3, has
the property that the values of "-'1 which mini mize the total
energy for a given configu ration also produce a quadru pole
deformation which is the same as the shape of the potential.
Plots of equilibrium deformation ve rsus A (4 :s A :s 40) are
presented. The regions 8 < A < 12, 20 < A < 2B, 28 < A <
36 are found to be nonaxial. Excellent qualitative agreement
with the observed values of the total binding energy per nu cleon is obtained throughout the p and s -d shell even to the
extent of reproducing the breaks at the even-e\'en nuclei.
An effective gap is shown to develop in the single-particle
energies. The properties of the model are discussed in the
context of the Hart ree-Fock formalism. The overlap amplitudes between the present many-body states and the corresponding ones in the SU(3) scheme are presented ve rsus A .
mwk Tk ) ,

DH5. Representation Mixing in the Nuclear SU3 Model.
M. HARVEY and T. SEBE, Chalk RiL·er Suclcar Lab?ratories.

DH2. Concealed Cor.figu ration ?.!bdng in She!l-.!odel
alculations.• RAJ K. GL"PTA and L. E. H. TRAIOR, r.:ni·crsity of 1Toronto.-Recently the method of Cohen, Lawson,
and Soper of compa ring a shell -model study and an exact
calculation for a 2-le\"el model (d and/ states) was extended
to the s-d shell and to the nondegenerate case.2 In contrast
to the situation for d-j states, it was found that concealed
configu ration inte ractions car.not easily occur in the s -d
shell. In order to test whet her this-.contrast has its origin
in the fact that the orbital quantu m nu mbe rs of the 2 levels
differ by 1 unit in 1 case and by 2 units in the other, we are
examining the problem of neut rons filling the 1P1,12 and ld5_,
st;ates. Results for both the degenerate and nondegenerate
models will be presented.

-The classification of shell-model states according to Sf.:3
is based on the assumed dominance of a quad rupole-quadru pole (QQ) force in the residual inte raction. A study has
been made of the represen:ation mixing caused by simple
"foreign" operators (e.g., spin orbit, pai ring). In many
cases it is found that the dominant mLxing is f rom states
belonging to representations of Sl'3 which have a simila r
valu e for (;1. + 2;.L ): these states can howe\·e r have difierent
orbital sym1r etries. This result is often true even when
the "foreign" operator dominates the inte raction. Ou r analysis shows that the admixtu re of representations may be
interpreted physically as a sof tening of the nucleus primarily in a ( -di rection in orbital space. The effect of this
mixing on electromagnetic t ransition rates will be shown.

;work supported by t.e ;);ation:tl

DH6. Shell-Iodel Calculatior.s of B( E2 ) Values in s-d Shell
Nuclei from A = 18-22.* J. B. ::.IcGRORY, E. C. HAL BE RT,
and B. H. WILDEXTHAL, t Oak Ridge Salio11al Lalioratory.
-The energy levels and wa\·efunctions of nuclei with masses
between 18 and 22 have been calculated w it hin the framework
of a shell model with a realistic 1 residual interaction. The
acti\"e particles are dist ributed in the d . s ''·and d;.,
orbits. We have computed B(£2) values for transitions between low-lying states in all these nuclei. An effective
charge of 0.5 is added to the actual chaq;es of the neutron
and proton. The absolute B( £2) \·alues for strong t ransitions
from the 1st excited st:i.tes to the ground states, as dete r mined from experiment, are very well reproduced by the
calculation. Similar agreement is found for the relali\·e
strengt hs of t ransitions bt>tween members of the ground state rotational band. We discuss these same·transitions in
terms of a rotational modt'l based on single-pa rticlt;> Nilsson
orbits. The similarities of the results of the 2 calculations,
and their agree ment with experiment, indicate a close
relationship between the shell- model and rotational pictu res
of low-lying lc\·els in the light s -d shell nuclei.
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DH3. Truncation of Nuclear Shell :Model Bases. T. SEBE
and J. NACHA'.\IKIK, Chalk Rii·er Suclear Laboratories.-

A method is proposed for tnmcating shell-model bases by
1st transforming the Hamiltonian matrix to tridia"onal
1
form and then di:i.gonalizir.g the t ridi:i.gonal mat rlx using
the method of Nach:i.mkin. 2 A new basis is determined by
the choice of the initial vector in this precess. The method
consists of cutting off the tridiagona!ization process after
a pre-set nu mbe r of eigenval1es has been determined within the requi red accu racy. If the initial vector is chosen
from some suitable physical consideration (e.g., from subniodels) then the size of the tridiagonal matrix to obtain the
necessa ry accu racy can be small. In this way, (1) a great
deal of computing tim e is saved, and (2) a good error estin1ate can be made. It is clea r that, gi\·en the initial vector,
the tridiagonal mat rix can be constructed directly, i.e.,
knowledge of the full Hamiltonian mat rix is not necessa ry.
The reduction in nu mbc:> r of basis states will su rely help to
reinte rpret nuck:i r st ructu re in te r ms of submodels. Examples will bl' shown fo r a few particles in the 2s-l d shell.
:c. :mczos,_ J. Res. ;);Jtl. Bu r. Std. 5. 2'i5 (193tJ).
J. Nach:imkm, Bull • •.\m. Pnys. Svc. lZ, H9 (1967).

DH4. Deformed Harmonic Oscillator Shell Model. R. Y.
CUSSON, Cha!k Rii·cr Suclcar Laboratories.- The simple

•a.,sc:irch s;xl:io:·cd by the t:.S...\tor:iic Ene rgy Com mission under
cont r:ict with t:nion C:irbid.: Cuq.>JrJtion.
t u.s. Atom ic En.:r.:y Com m ission Postdvctoral Fellow unde r
ap!X>intm<'n• from O:ik Rid;:c A<Soci:it<:'d l'ni' c rsitics.
11'. T. S. Kuo, ;);ucl. Phys . ..\103, ;1 (1%7).

DH7. A Study of :!!'Si Using the Projected H:i.rtrE'e- Fock
Wavefunctions. • S. N. TEWARI (int roduced by H. :\Ic:\!anus)
and D. V. GRILLOT, C:11it·crsity of Orego11.-T he energy
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